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ABSTRACT 
In this report, we first reviewed several available simulation models that 
are useful in generating daily weather variables, particularly temperature and 
solar radiation. We have then documented some experience and results of the 
application of such techniques in analyzing weather data of Wageningen, The 
Netherlands, and los Banos, The Philippines. The computer programs involved are 
presented. 
Ten years data of Wageningen (1975-1984) and twenty five years data of Los 
Banos (1959-1983) were available for the analyses. Weather data were generated 
with simulation models for a number of runs equal to the number of years of the 
original data from which model parameters were estimated. In general, this 
simulation of minimum and maximum temperatures was more satisfactory than that 
of solar radiation, and Wageningen weather variables were better simulated than 
those for Los Banos. 
The effects of the mis-representation by the weather model on plant growth 
can be evaluated by the crop simulation models. Some possible future research 
in weather simulation models were discussed. A quantitative interpretation of 
the difference between the monthly fraction solar radiation and the percentage 
of dry days was attempted, and may be useful when only monthly summaries of 
radiation data are available, instead of daily values. 
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I u I I\IT HODIJCT I ON 
Continuous energy supply is a basic requirement far 
all living organismsn The basic source of such supply comes 
primarily from the sun" Most part of the harmful shortwave 
radiation is absorbed by ozone layers in the ionosphere, and 
water vapor, oxygen and carbon dioxide have many strong 
absorption bands in the infrarednThe small amount rad1ant 
absorbed by plants not only sustains the biomass, but also 
the vital processes of all living creatures of the food 
chain (Larcher, 1975)" Plants capture light by p1gments in 
the cells" Chlorophyll formed in chloroplasts of all green 
plants converts photo energy into chemical energy" So that 
photosynthesis which produces carbohydrat~s tor plant to 
grow can proceed. Phytochrome presented in the cytoplasm 
reacts to photoperiod and regulates the developmental 
ermination, root development, shoot 
Temperature directly affects·the rate of plant 
development. Besides its effect on photosynthe~is (BJorkman, 
1979), temperature controls the rate of enzymatic reactions, 
determines the solubility of gases (02 and C02) in cell, 
influences the availability and absorption of mineral 
elements from the soil, changes the rate of water absorption 
bH )"c;ots .. 
It is obvious that solar radiation and temperature 
are two of the most important meteorolog1cal variables 1n 
determining and shaping the growth and development of a 
plantu While it is interesting to invest1gate the 1mpact of 
these variables on plant physiology and ecology, it is not 
the intent of this report. 
Recognizing the importance of these variables on 
plant lite cycles and crop production, we are interested in 
computer techniques whereby the amount and the distribution 
of solar radiation and temperature tor a given locat1on can 
be generated~ and that may be used as tools to evaluate the 
crop growth and development. Methods ot generating daily 
values of these variables are particularly useful, s1nce 
~~~~~~~:~~=;:;~~;;:~:-:~:~~;~~::::c:~-~:;--=;,;~~=~~~rr~~~~~~=~~~~~~!:;;;~~~-~~=~~~~====:~~=~=====~~=-~~---
peculiar weather conditions last1ng 1n on y 
In this report, we will f1rst review some ava1lable 
simulation methods for weather variables, and then document 
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some experience and results of the appl1cation of such 
techniques in analyzing weather variables of Wagen1ngen, The 
Netherlands and Los Banos, The Philippines" Those who are 
interested in the phwsical properties of radiation and 
temperature or their impacts on plant physiology and ecology 
rna!;:l find the ·following books infolr·mative:: Rose~ 1966;; Gate=:. 
and F1aP ian, 1971; lvlon te it h ':1 1 crl:-3; CG:tmpbe 11 ~ 1 tt77; Goudy·:~. a an 'J 
1977; and Seemann et al, 1979; in addition to Larcher(1975) 
and Treshow (1979)" 
2" SIMULATION MODELS 
In this section we will briefly review some ava1lable 
models that are useful in generating daily values of 
temperature and solar radiation" 
2"1 Nicks and Harp's Model <NHM) 
The method proposed by Nicks and Harp (1980> 
l"t:~s.E?mb.I.E?S tt'1f? appr uacl1 by Tt:,arna::: e:\nd F 1 Pl"· i ng < 1962) 1 n 
simulating stream flow" To generate representat1ve data of 
solar radiation and temperature for a g1ven day, the authors 
suggested that the rainfall conditions of the present day 
and the day before must be conslderedu The.formula they used 
in the simulation is shown below, 
X ( k ·1 n, m) =X (k~ n, m) + r (k, n, rn) CX <k, n, m > 
i l. '"" 1 
2 1/2 
X (k .. t n, m)::t + Z S ( k, n, rn)[ 1 ·-· l" <k, n, m)J 
Where k = 1, 2, 3, or 4, represents the four possible rain 
categories of two days" n = 1, 2 and 3 are subscripts of 
maximum temperature, minimum temperature and solar radiation 
respectively~ m = 1, 2, ,12 is the number ot the month" 
X is the monthly mean and S is the standard deviat1on of X 
and they are calculated tor each rainfall category in a 
month. r is the serial correlation, or lag - 1 correlat1on 
on t he l. t h day an d t tH~ < l. -- 1 ) t t'1 day . Z i s 
By this method, the generation of dallY weather 
values consists of generating a uniform random dev1ate 
between [ m, 1J first" The value of k or the ra1nfall 
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category, is determined by compar1ng the uniform random 
deviate with the estimated trans1tional probab1lities which 
are assumed to follow the probability law of a first-order 
Markov Chainn After the rainfall status has been determ1ned, 
one can then use the appropriate mean, standard dev1at1on 
and serial correlation as well as a random normal deviate to 
generate daily values of temperature or solar radiation from 
the equation" 
This method, however, ignores the seasonal trends 
which usually exist in temperature and solar radiat1on. 
Ne1ther is any relationship between the weather var1ables 
used in the generation process. The required number of 
parameters for generating one year's data of temperature or 
solar radiation include two transit1onal probabilities, tour 
sets of twelve monthly means, standard dev1ations and serial 
correlations for the four rainfall categories, or 168 
parameters in total. 
2u2 Bruhn ~ Fry and Fick's Model BFFM 
Bruhn et al <1980) developed a rather comprehens1ve 
simulation program from which dallY values of prec1P1tat1on? 
maximum temperature , minimum temperature, minimum relat1ve 
humidity and total solar radiation could be generated» First 
-order Markov Chain was used to generate precipitation data" 
All the other weather variables were generated accord1ng to 
the rainfall status of the day and were assumed to tallow a 
multivariate normal distribution. Much of the developmental 
work of the method was based an an earl1er work of Jones et 
al (1972). For minimum and maximum temperatures, the 
correlations between them and between current and prev1ous 
days were used in the simulationN Furthermore these 
variables were assumed to be dependent on the ra1nfall 
cond1tion of the previous day, while in generating data of 
relative humidity and total solar radiat1on~ the ra1nfall 
conditions for both previous and present days were taken 
into accountn 
The functional forms of the weather variables used in 
the simulation model are shown below, 
maximum temperature = f( m, R , TM z ) 
minumum temperature = f( m, R TM 
t-1 t 
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minimum relative humidity = f(m, R ~R Z> 
t-1 t 
total solar radiation = f(m, R Z> 
t 
where m is the monthly mean; R 
t-1 
the rainfall status of 




TM are respectively the maximum temperature an day <t-1> 
t 
and t. Z is a random normal variable. As in Nicks and Harp 1 s 
model, overall seasonal trends at these weather variables 
were not considered and observed monthly means for each 
rainfall catagory were used 1n the regress1on model for data 
generation. In addition to ser1al correlations that were 
used by Nicks and Harp, howev~r, they also used cross 
correlat1on between max1mum and min1mum temperatures to 
improve the simulation" 
2.3 Richardson's Model ( RM ) 
Richardson <1981) presented a method to generate 
samples of daily precipitation, maximum temperature, min1mum 
temper·· a tu.Y'e an c! so 1 a·(· 'I"· ad i at ion. Pt--<:tc 1 pit i!:\ t ion uJa:::. i!l.ssumE:.·d 
to follow a Markov chain - exponential model, while the 
other variables were supposed to be conditional multivariate 
normal random variables conditioned on the precip1tation 
status of the day. Richardson took advantage of the ex1st1ng 
seasonal variations and described the changes of daily means 
by Fourier series. Thus~ a s1gn1ficant reduct1on of the 
number ofrequired parameters 1n the model was ach1eved, 
since monthly means were replaced by a few model 
coefficients. The form of the s1mplest Four1er ser1es 1s 
::: (~ + c COE)C 2 P 1 ( i - q) I 365 J 
0j 
Luher·· E~ j Y'ep·r·f!:!SI!:::n t s the UJE!a t hel" var 1 a!] .l e; l. is fo·r· the 




abl(~ at the i th 
ij 
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Similarly, standar~ dev1ations that were calculated tor each 
day? based on long histor1cal data were also fitted by a 
Fourier Series as for the daily means" 
The coefficients of the model can be estimated by a 
nonlinear least square proceduren Thus daily mean <X ) and 
j, j 
standard deviation <S can be generated by the Four1er 
i_j 
Series to simulate daily values? X 
following equation, 
X X +· d 
ij ij 
tr.Jhe1,.·e d J .... i is a 
o t ht.-!!r" ··..;.~t·r" i a til F.:: E .• 
cl 1 - (d d 
i J. l 
ij ij 
residual component 
If t1.H?: rjenote:· 
i2 :i.3 
's,as shown by the 
ij 
and is correlated w1th 
the! vec::to·r-· of , .... esidu(::•.ls of me:-t>~lrniiTtUm temF)F.?.r··atu.1"e, m:tnj.mt.J.m 
temperature and solar radiation tor day 1, and e 1s a 
i 
vector of three elements that are 1ndependently and normally 
distributed with zero mean and un1t var1ance. Then d can be 
i 
E: 1< p r· E· s ~5 e d i n t he f o 1 1 c:> tJ.J :i. n g t'? quat 1 on •..t.• h i c h 1..u as a l so use c:l b h-J 
1'1~:i\ t i::d. as; ( :L 967) , 
d = A d + B e 
i i-1 i 
L1J h F.!.• )" e 
-1 
A = t"' 1"1 
1 0 
-~ 1 





1 r12 r13 
M - r21 1 r23 
0 
r31 r32 1 
r ( 11 ) r< 12) r ( 13) 
M = r(21 ) r(22) r(23) 
1 
r(31 ) r(32) r(33) 
riJ is the cross correlation between the i th and J th 
variable, r(ij) is the serial correlation with log-1 between 
the i th and j th var1able. 
number of locat1ons, R1chardson (1982) showed that seasonal 
and spatial var1ations 1n the correlat1on coeffic1ents were 
small, and therefore used the average values to detine M 
0 
Thro,•gb e~tensive analyses and tests of a large 
and M matr1ces. 
1 
1 




M = 0.563 
1 
0.015 
0.633 0. 186 
1 -0. 193 
-0. 193 1 
0.445 0.087 
0~674 -0a 100 
-0.091 0.251 
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(t). 567 (Zt .. itJ86 ~·-(ZJ n tZt02 
A ::::: 0u ::;:;::1 ~3 iZ). ::Ho'~· -0. 05(2) 
---0" C.106 -(~ .. (!:!39 0. 244 
12) n 7t3:1. 0 0 
B - 0. 32~:l 0 .. 637 (;1 
Ql., .... ,_.,c., ,.::.,~~-) -(2'1.. ::~l+ 1 0. 87::.~ 
Thus d can be calculated from yesterday residuals, d 
:l i --1 
and tbP standard normal random deviates, e ~ Together with 
i 
X and f.l generated from the fitted Four1er Ser1es, daily 
values of the three weather variables X 
i .j i.j 
can be gene'!''ated 
ij 
from the equation shown above .. 
Recently, Richardson and Wright (1984> developed a 
computer program, 1 WGEN' tor their weather simulat1on models 
with few minor mod1fications. A Markov Cha1n - gamma model 
was installed tor generating precipitatlon data and 
coefficients of variation instead of standard dev1ations 
were fitted by the Fourier Seriesu Thus daily weather values 
C:\)r. e C:OITI FlU t I!E! d bL..J 'I 
X :::: X 
i .. i ij· 
1 + d c 
ij :i.j 
Whey··e C is the coefficient of variation for the i th day 
ij 
of the j th variable and is estimated from the f1tted 
In addition, sevE1ra.1 model parameters l..ised in-
simulating temperature and solar radiation were substituted 
by constants. For instance~ the positions of the harmon1c in 
the Fourier series were assumed to be 200 days for 
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temperature and 172 days tot solar radiation. These 
simplifications further reduced the number of parameters 
required in the simulation model" But the valid1ty of an 
application to locations other than in United States remains 
to be tested .. 
2.4 Larsen and Pense's Model ( LPM ) 
--------------------------------
The report of Larsen and Pense <1981) was 
subsequently published as a paper in 1982. In the report, 
these authors presented another version of the general 
approach which was adapted by the prev1ous workers on 
stochastic simulation of the weather variables. 
Precipitation is generated by the Markov chain -gamma 
model and other weather variables, maximum temperature, 
minimum temperature and solar radiation were generated based 
on the condition of the rainfall status of the day. 
Temperature means were generated from a fitted three -
parameter sine curve. A daily deviation value was obta1ned 
from thE· f'e I at 1 onsh 1 p of tocl~-ag · = t.eiiiPE!r e:l. t. ttl e e:m d ye~;;te1'"· da~ 1 s:: 
maximum temperature which were assumed to follow a 
bi-variate normal distribution" A daily temperature value , 
t ( represents either the max1mum or the m1n1mum 
i 
tempE·1"atux·e of the i th d<:tY 'J i ::: 1, ~::.} p M., 36:1 ) , waF.;; the:·n 
computed by adding the deviation (d ) to the mean(t J 
a.nd 
d 
t = t + d 
i i 
t = SIN [ 
i 
cl = d + c:-,_, 
j. 
(i - q) 2Pi I 365 





+ 7 L. 
is the deviation, ( t t ) ' with a 
1 
:2 1/2 
c::;- 1 ...... r -..1 
1 .... 
..::. 
mc;-,nth 1!::1 mean d, and 




temperature ) or present day temperature (i.e. if d is ttH?. 
i 
deviation of current maximum temperature, then d * 1s the 
i 
deviation of current minimum temperature or vice versa) 
depending on which one has stronger correlation with d . 
i 
d* and S* are respectively the monthly mean and standard 
deviation of di*. r12 is the correlat1on between di and 
d *· Z is a standard random normal deviate. All calculat1ons 
i 
were based on the rainfall status within a month, i.e. 
separate models were fitted for wet and dry days and tor 
e~~.ch month. 
One difference between LPM and RM is that monthly 
st2ndard deviat1ons were used in s1mulat1ng d 's 1n LPM, 
j. 
while daily standard deviat1ons <or coefficients of 
variation) were used in RM" Also LPM did not include the 
correlations between solar rad1ation and temperatures 1n the 
model as RM d1d. In analyz1ng solar radiat1on data, Larsen 
and Pense found that tfH~· c:l1st:r1bution of tltf::: e:tc.tual ~olar 
radiation data was skewed in the negative direction on dry 
days and in the positive d1rect1on on wet days~ The 
explanation they offered was that on dry days there was a 
preponderance of observations approaching the clear day 
maximum amount poss1ble, but·there were also many dry cloudy 
days where solar radiation values were relatively low. 
Hence, with an upper limit on the maximum amount possible 
and a lower limit a long way from the mode resulted in a 
negative skew. On wet days, the largest number of 
observations tended to be nearer to zero than the maximum 
clear day radiation but since some wet days had a relatively 
short period of cloud cover, observations approached the 
upper limit which resulted in the positive skewness. (ln 
di::;cus~ .. ion s<?ction 3 .. 3? l!.H:'? wj.l]. suggest a Ptissible wahl to 
examine these.conditions based on interpetations of monthly 
mf:'?ans) u 
In an effort to cope with the skewness of the data, 
they proposed to u~e a Gamma funct1on far dry days and a 
Beta function for wet days .. That is, for the dry days~ solar 
radiation was transformed first by the following equat1on. 
-· X ) + 3 
wher·e X is solar radiation., X is the calculated maximum 
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solar radiation for a clear day and min( X -· X j is the 
minimum of the difference" The.num~er 3 1s added to make 
sure that the lower limit of the transformed data is 
strictly greater than zero" Parameters of the Gamma tunct1on 
are then estimated from the observed t<X> and they are used 
to generate new values of t<X> for a given day" The solar 
radiation value, X, can then be computed from the above 
equation. For wet days, data were subject to the following 
tr·anstormat ion, 
t <X) = X -· X / X - X 
min rna~-~ min 
where X is the solar radiation, X and X are:) 
m1 n rna>~ 
respectively the minimum and maximum solar radiat1on values 
within a month. These data are used to estimate p~rameters 
(p and q) of a Beta function 










[ t 1 -· t - c:·· ( 1-·· t ) ] / c:· ,!:) ,;:} 
Where t and S are mean and standard deviation of t(X) 
respectively, and T<*,*) represents the mathemat1cal gamma 
function" In simulation~ parameter estimates p and q are 
used to generate B<p,q) which is t<X>, and X can be computed 
in the original scale by reversing the transformation 
fD"r"ITiU 1 a~ 
3" SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
---------------------------------
Among -thE• ·four· models that we he.ve revieu.Jed, Rl"1 B.nd 
LPM are the most thoroughly tested ones. There are 
advantages and disadvantages between RM and LPM. LPM w1ll 
obably produce better solar radiation data but requ1res 
LPM in order to generate one year data tor a location are 
shown in table 3u1. 
- 17-
Tf.:l.ble 3. 1 Number of parameters that needs to be estimated 
in simulation of one year weather variables 
Variable 
1"1a;< i mum tempE·!ra tLtl'""e 
Sinusoidal curve for mean 
for val"' iat ion 
Minimum temperature 
Sinusoidal curve for mean 
for va\" iat ion 
P)·"et: i pi t21.t ion 
Transitional probability 
Gamm21. function 
Other means, variances and 











Of the parameters, accurate and reliable estimates ot 
transitional probabilities of precip1tation are most 
difficult to obtain. All authors in weather simulation 
models stressed the point that a long series of histor1cal 
data is requ1red to provide reasonable est1mates of these 
probab1lit1es. For instance, Richardson and Wright (1984) 
stated that at least 20 years of prec1pitat1on and 10 years 
of temperature and solar radiation data are required to 
accurately estimate the model parameters needed to generate 
r E·Pr' E;sr:::·n t <="t t i ve tl.lf:?:at thE~)" d~:\ t: a. ·f"o)·" i::i. 1 o cation~ 
From the simulation results presented in RM and LPM 
papers, we feel that the difference between them in terms of 
goodness of fit is small. Since RM 1s somewhat more general 
ancl easier·· to appl!-:.h we chose f~l'1 to pe-!"·fo\"ffi the.\ anal~~~S1.?S and 
simulation of the weather data at Wagen1ngen and Los Banos. 
3.1 Wageningen data 
installed on a VAX machine at CABO and mod1fied to prov1 
summary statistics ot the raw data and the s1mulat1on 
results. The program is listed in section 5. 
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Based on the monthly averages of the last 10 years, 
.the highE·)St ternpe~Y'atur·e during a yeai'' C)CC:t..rt"l"ed 1n July and 
the greatest solar radiation occurred in June" These 
conditions seemed to fall in agreement with Richardson's 
analyses of the thirty one locations in The United States. 
Thus the assumed positions of the harmonic in the 
temperature and solar radiat1on cos1ne curves were 
appropriate for the weather pattern of Wagen1ngen. The 
maximum total radiation which depends on only the lat1tute 
of a location and the date in a year, can be calculated for 
a clear day by a procedure described by Goudriaan ( 1977J. 
The percent solar rad1ation rece1ved at a location and a day 
can then be obtained by divid1ng the actual solar radiat1on 
by the computed maximum amount and multipling it by 100. At 
Wageningen, it ranged from a 34% 1n December and January to 
a 55% in August. It is interest1ng to note that the sum of 
the percent rad1ation and percent wet days in a month 1s 
approximately 100 for all months" Thus an almost perfect 
compensational relationshlP exists between these two 
variables in Wageningen <Table 3.2> 
T h r;.~ "'a i·'' ·i .p., t ·i n n r.; bE:: t uJ f2 en y e <a. y-· s e :·( p 1"' esse d a ~r) 
coefficients of variation <CV> tend to be smaller in months 
o t h e 'r'' ·1:. h ii:i. n i n u ..tl. n ten" < T a b 1 e 3 • 3 ) b F o Y' r-2 ~< C:\ITi r-' 1 e '.1 t he CV 7 s f or· 
the mi::t>( imLtfTI temr;>F:~)"atu.r'e were les.;:.s; than :l({)~l.. from Apr i 1 to 
October but were greater than 34% in December, Januar~ and 
February" The extremely large CV's in winter months tor the 
minimum temperature? however~ were artificially inflated 
becc\usr:a t<::.~mpey··;att.tl"'f:!:s; we·!"'e e>(FiY'es.;sE:d in dr:.:?.gr€·:!E Celsius·~ uJhich 
were close to zero in winter months. 
Table 3.2 Observed monthly averages of the percent wet days 
and the % solar radiat1on received at Wagen1ngen 
-----------------------------------------------------------
month % solar rad1at1on sum 
------------------------------------------------------------
l 6:j 35 100 
..... , :39 "~·~3 8:2 
.L 
3 s::::J .t.~L~ :1.0:2 
Lj. Stli 53 103 
5 5 .. ~. 5 -,r 1.05 ~- " \..} 
6 5(ZJ 51 101 
7 39 s·-· 91 ~. 
8 45 
!:) t: 100 
-· w.! 
9 47 :51 98 
10 52 4·6 98 
------------------------------------------------------------
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For all three variables, maximum and min1mum 
temperatures, and solar radiation, there definitely exist 
certain smooth, s~asonal patterns among the monthly means 
and the monthly CVs' ( see Table 3.3 >. These patterns 
support that Richardson's approach in using Fourier Series 
models to reduce the number of parameters in simulation is a 
reae.onable one. 
Table 3.3 The observed monthly averages and coeff1c1ents of 
variation for maximum and min1mum temperatures 
(C), and solar rad1ation (J/cm2/day> at Wagen1ngen 
Ma~<·-Tempe)r e:' tu1"e Min-Tempera tu·,"e f:3o 1 t:H"-Ra.d i at ion 
tvlONTH 1'"1E-:AN CV !"lEAN CV 1'1E.AN CV 
l 4" 9 ILL 59 ····0 .. 3 9. UlJ :;;:~2V.1" 1 Ill .. 15 
:~~ ,;:; ..... , 0. 4·2 '*"Ill II 7 2 .. 4:l .£~59 .. b 0. J7 .J .. ~. . { 
3 E~ .. 9 iZJ.. 1L ...... 1 .6 1 II (2)6 'l-<-!·8 .. 8 1~1 • l '") . { 
lj. 1.:2 .. 3 0 .. 0t3 ~2. 1 0 .. ~)6 1302. 9 0 .. 13 
1:!: 
_, :l.h .. 8 ~L 09 ' I •':::1 .. .!f IZJ • 1'3 161CJ, 1 V.L 1'? 
'·· 19 .. s> 0 .. 08 9. (.'? 0 .. 07 1688. 0 0 .. 13 \..} 
7 2:~:~ u 2 0 .. 10 1 1 II 7 fL) " {2j C)> 1619 .. 1 V.L :1.:2 
B :2··~: 1 0 (719 1 1 .. 5 0~ 09 14~·6. 2 lZI. 1 •":: . ..:.. 
9 lf3~7 (l.t, 07 9 .. 4· 0. l 1 982. 1::. (£) ,, 1.(+ .J 
:l0 l. :·5 u 9 12J .. 09 6 .. 
'+ 0 .. ::;:~:? 557'.4· lZt. 1 1 
l :1. C.f" (l) 0 .. 13 ·~z 2 IZJ .. 47 275. I Qj .. :1. I.?J ..... 1 .. ( 
12 s. J IlL 34 0 .. 3 6.t'36 17 '+. 0 \-.' 0 .. 17 . I 
5. 1 9:2t,i u 8 
Simulations were run ten times to produce results 
that would be comparable with the actual data .. On the 
month l ~d mi:.~~c:\ns, s i mu l (T:\ t:ecj temF•ey·· i:'\ tul"'es we\" e 1 n c l csE· 
approximation to observations. For solar rad1at1on, there 
was about 10% overestimation in summer and about 50% 
underestimation in winter. Thus expressed as percent solar 
radiation received, the overall yearly mean far s1mulation 
was smaller than the actual mean <0.43 versus 0.46) even 
though the total amount was greater for the simulat1on 
(943.4) than for the actual observation (926.8J. 
The less satisfactory result 1n s1mulation of solar 
radiation is partly a reflection of the fact that less 
estimated parameters and more assumed constants are used 1n 
the model for generating solar radiation than tor generat1ng 
temperatures. In order to provide a v1sual evaluation of the 
c.i 
of the last ten years. 
were shown in Figures 3.1,3n2, and 3.3 for the max1mum 
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Figure 3"3 Solar Radiation 
As can be seen from these figures,· generally speak1ng 
overestimations tend to occur in the first half year and 
underestimations in the second half year. But all of them 
in a croP gl'"·ow ng season. ~ t:orrs.equence 
errors can be evaluated by crop growth models. 
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3.2 Los Banos data 
Twenty five years daily weather data in Los Banos 
(1959- 1983) were available to us for analysis. These data 
were arbitrarily divided into two periods, 1959 - 1970 and 
1971 - 1983 so that separate analyses could be performed an 
them and the difference between the periods could be 
evaluated. The overall averages of the several major weather 
variables are shown in table 3.4 for the two periodsu 
Table 3.4 Overall yearly averages of the several weather 
variables in two periods. 
v~:1-r· i able 1959-1970 
wet days 
r a i n fa 1 1 ( mrrt ) 
maximum temperature (C) 
minimum temperature (C) 
solar radiation(J/cm2/day) 
% solar radiation 
l77 
19:L(Z) .. 2 
31 .. 3 
22.5 








On the average, the second per1od appeared to have 153 IT@ 
more rainfall and 92 J/cm2/day less solar radiation than the 
first period. However these differences are relatively small 
with respect to the yearly variations. The smallest within 
month between years CV for the amount of rainfall was 47% 
and for solar radiation was 7% (Appendix A.2, and A.3). Thus 
no statistical significance may be declared. 
The percent raining days in Los Banos was less than 
20% from February to April and was greater than 50% trbm 
June to December. The amount of precipitation was less than 
6 mm per wet day between January to April and increased to 
more than 10 mm per wet day from May to Novembern Due to the 
typhoon which usually occurs in late summer or tall~ the 
total amount of precipitation could be ten times greater in 
these months than in spring. Thus there is clearly a dry 
season from February to April and a wet season from May to 
November. Heavy showers in summer seem to be the dominant 
character of rainfall in Los Banos" Also the rainfall 
\ 
pattern appears to be one important factor which influences 
the fluctuations of temperature and solar radiation among 
years in Los Banos. The difference between the maximum and 
minimum temperatures decreased from an average of 10 degree 
C in dry months to an average of 8 degree C in the wet 
~-==::=========-=-:=ITt{:;Lfrtd~tS::_.----At~----±-be---sc:une ____ tiJna __ ~_he _ t l" a.c t i on so .1 a r r ad i at i on 
- . . .. u.._~= .. ----~~-: ____ 1#\El C§~~d· ~e~-S~=~z=-or==KlgKe=r===fo--:~ltJ%=p-f----~-----~· 
less. 
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Unlike Wageningen where monthly averages of the 
percent solar radiation were mostly less than 55%? the 
average monthly solar radiatibn in Los Banos was always 
greater than 50%. The negative correlation between the 
percent wet days and the ratio of solar radiation was not as 
strong as that of Wageningen, probably due to the fact that 
part of the wet days are also partly clear days" 
The highest temperatures normally occur in May before 
the wet season begins, and the greatest solar radiation 
received usually occurs in April" These characteristics 
suggest that the assumed constants of the positions of 
harmonic of the cosine curves in Richardson's program are 
inappropriate for Los Banos" The results of simulation are 
plotted against the observed monthly means (1959-1970 data> 
and are shown in figures 3.4 to 3.6. Obviously there are 
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Simulations were then re-runned by adjusting s 
to the peaks which are 142 days and 112 days respectively 
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for the temperature and solar rad1ation. All s1mulations 
were carried out with equal number runs as the number of 
years of the data from which model parameters were 
estimated" Results for both periods of the new runs w1th 
corrected position of the harmonic were ehown in figures 
3 .. 7a to 3.8b .. 
~ 
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Slight improvements were made in those new runs~ Two 
points should be made about these results. First, there are 
little differences between monthly averages at the two 
periods (Appendix A~2 and A.3). Second, simulation results 
overestimated the means in January, February and March, and 
underestimated the means from August to November for all 
three weather variables particularly noticeable for minimum 
temperature. Obviously, the stable minimum temperature from 
May to September at Los Banos does not follow a simple 
sinusoidal pattern as assumed in the simulation program. 
In Richardson,s program there is an option tar 
corrections of the simulated outputs based on the actual 
monthly meansu Either a rat1o or a difference between the 
simulated or observed means will be used as an adjusting 
factor to correct daily output values. By doing so, the 
output monthly averages would be nearly identical to the 
actual monthly means. This however was not done, s1nce the 
performance of the general model is of more interest to us 
than the artificial correction mechan1sms. 
3 .. 3 Disc::us~s:i.on 
The greatest advantage of RM in comparison with other 
models is that RM utilizes the seasonal trends which exist 
in the daily means and coefficients of variationsu These 
statistics are calculated from data between years but within 
days, and the cosine curves are fitted to account for the 
seasonal changes. By doing so not only a large reduction 1n 
the number of parameters required in the simulation model is 
achieved, yearly variations are also included in the 
simulation. Thus a generation of one year's weather data 
will represent a possible random yearnThe average ot several 
simulated years will give an idea at the long term average 
or a 'normal' year of a location" Larsen and Pense use 
monthly variances which are calculated from data pooled over 
years and days in a month. Since no seasonal trends are 
considered in LPM, and all monthly estimates must be used, 
considerable more parameters are required in the1r 
simulation models. 
In an effort of further reducing simulation 
parameters~ Richardson substituted many parameters in h1s 
model by the average values, obtained from analyzing the 
weather data of thirty one locations in United States. Th1s, 
~-~-~-~---~-~~----~-~bL".HJ.t!;:L\'~J'::~L-~~~en:t s i nap p l'' o p r i ate f OY' 1 o cat i on s such as Las 
•• •· · ·•• u ·· ·· ·· ·· · · m E~-ar~os~ .. =~~n~~en~or,-·~FtL£:?==o-=t=Fr:~r=--==t@T)=a~~~-~~~a§~sEtiTr1rH:J==¥e:m~~-·------~----~ -~--~- --- -~~~ 
ccJns ~rtiodel~-Thus·~ tJ-re~availabi-1--i-ty-of:__long--±er::-m_~~-~~~~----
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historical data for model-parameter estimation is a 
prerequisite for an application of this simulation model" 
3.3.1 Model development with respect to available data 
------------------------------------------------
A frequently asked question by users of weather 
simulation models is how many years of weather data are 
required to employ the program to simulate weather variables 
for a location" Of course the answer depends on the number 
of parameters used to define the model and the procedure 
used to estimate and to test the model" Ideally, d1fferent 
models with various levels of accuracy and sophistication 
are developed according to the amount of available data. 
It long-term, historical daily weather information 1s 
available, then simulation models may be constructed w1thout 
much concern for the number of parameters or computational 
steps involved in the model since the available computer 
pow e i'' i. s l" .:?.\ p J. d 1 y tH?. c em d. n g u n 1 i m i t i n 9 . to m o s t s c 1 en t J. ~.:; t s o t" 
research institutes" Perhaps the models should be flexible 
and need not be standardized. Programs can be developed with 
the capability of search1ng for the best available models 
based on a set of· Cl"itt-?i'"·i.a and data 1MlttJ.ng procedtn·e':::ln Fo1 
instance, the order of the Markov cha1n can be determ1ned 
numerically, and tests should be performed to select the 
best fitted model among alternatives such as negat1ve 
binomial models. All possible seasonal trends existing 1n 
the dat:21.•1 whether' yE:r.n--l~J Ol" mon·thl!d•1 should be incorpo·r·C:l.ted 
in the model for mean predictions. Deviations from the means 
can be approximated from the relationships between weather 
variables or between times. Cross-correlation and serial 
correlations can be computed and adapted for specific 
locations. The distributions of the residuals ma!d be 
characterized and fitted by various theoretical probabil1ty 
functions such as normal, gamma, beta, weibull etc. to 
determin8 the most appropriate one for the random component 
gener2:1.tion. In other· WOY'dS·1 i·f long--ter"'m data £.u··e C:\Valle:..I:Jle·J 
the simulation program could be composed with a collection 
of many criteria and procedures. Specific models can then be 
selec:t·ed .and PC::H'am~?.ter'ized by the cl"·:J.ter'la to pe·rform 
weather simulation for that location. 
On the other hand? if long-term, daily weather values 
are not in existence or only monthly data are ava1lable , 
can weather simulation be performed for a location based on 
only summary information or monthl!d means? How accurately 
~--=-==-==---GaJ1----cl-a~Ll-Y----ValuJ2S ____ be __ _sj-:mLLLaJ:J7~Ji_cb~_se d . on mo cle 1 s .. c:ons t r u c ted 
__ ---------~-. --~-··------_-_-i-;-~-~~~~~~-t~;-1 ;~-st.lrr;.;a~~~ffioCfe-r-~~=t~~1=the=SJ.=;:e-=cr--------c_--~--~----------~-~~ ===: 
by tew parameters. If 
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we can unde~stand how a set of data paints can be described 
or summarized by few pa0ameters of a model, perhaps 1t is 
possible to transform certa1n monthly intorrnat1on into the 
model parameters. In areas such as many developing countries 
where detailed weather data are scarce, th1s type of 
approach can increase the usefulness of the limited data 
considerablYu The problem of how weather simulat1on models 
can be constructed without using daily values deserves 
further research. 
3n3u2 Generation of extreme weather cond1t1ons 
--~-------------------------------------
For purpose of risk assessment or production 
evaluation~ sometimes the generation of possible extreme 
weather conditions for a location may be desirable and can 
be an interes~ing topic for future research. Depending on 
the objectives and requirements of a study, the definit1on 
of extreme conditions may be different. Apart tram the 
definition. problems, the generation of extreme dry or wet 
years that are realistic for a location, may be approached 
by the following several ways. 
One approach is to use the weather simulation models 
to <:J~::!r-..:.;:::\"a.tc:· d<:7ite:i fen·· ct .. ar'gE· num E?' .. ,...s 
Then, based on the overall yearly means or certa1n monthly 
means to select the extreme conditions as desired~ 
The second method is to man1pulate the model 
parameters to generate extreme condit1ons. This approach 
however, requires an understand1ng ot the quantitative 
relationships between the models parameters and the 
simulation results, as well as the possible real1st1c 
parameter values for a locat1on. For 1nstance, we have found 
that a 10% change of the trans1t1onal probab1lit1es would 
more or less increase or decrease about 1.5 ra1ning days. 
(Geng et al"' 1985). And the historical informat1on 1n 
Wageningen revealed that a seven days deviation from the 
average wet days in a month would approach the extreme 
conditions. Thus by adding or subtracting 0.2 from the two 
transitional probabilities~ from a dry day to a wet day and 
from a wet day to wet day, one would respectively obta1n an 
extreme but still representative wet or dry month tor 
Wageningenu The other weather variables all depend on the 
rainfall conditions and therefore would also be increased or 
decreased according to the number of wet days 1n the month. 
The third method is to empi\"ical 
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estimations. Suppose twenty years data are used to estimate 
the parameters, then multiple sets of twenty years data are 
generated and each set provides the basis for estimation ot 
the parameters. This process can continue untill the 
distributions of the parameters are characterized. One can 
then select parameters for simulation with specified 
confidence levels of dryness or wetness of a month or a 
year" To use this method~ the simulation program must 
include parameters of yearly variat1ons in the generat1on 
mode 1 .. 
3"3.3 Monthly fraction solar radiation and percent dry days 
-----------------------------------------------------
We have mentioned prev1ously that there seems to 
exist a negative association between the percent wet days 
and ratio of solar radiation rece1ved on earth, or a 
positive correlation between % dry days and the rat1o ot 
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Figure 3.9 Monthly solar rad1ation and percent dry days tor 
Wageningen and Los Banos 
Normally solar radiation ranges only between 20% and 80% ). 
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A question is what does the discrepancy of these two 
variables represent? Suppose that we will call the %SR not 
received at a dry day the. partial cloudiness of the dry day, 
and the %SR received on a wet day the partial clearness of 
the wet day. Then, Some interpretations may be deduced by 
partitioning the monthly %SR according to dry and wet days 
that is, 
% dry days - % SR 
%dry da~s- ~ <_%SR at ~rY.d~wsJ (% dr~---~ays) 
-+ ( ;;, E-,R o.t WE·t clays J \ 7.. wet d<-a\::1-:;:} > J 
( 1 - % SR (-at d\" ~d days-; ) 
Cl. f3H at wet 
( ;,~ dr·y da~,:-~s) 
da!dS) ( 'i~ loet 
- monthly partial cloudiness in dry days - monthly 
partial clearness in wet days 
Thus the difference between them measures the d1tference of 
the partial cloudiness in dry days and part1al clearness 1n 
uJet dii:\!:-:JS uJej_t;JI, ted r \'::.'bl .. >(!:::•cti\lElY bu p~rr·cent drq clat...\S and 
pe·r·cent wet: da~dS in the month~ J.f· the diffel"ence 1s small 
and the number of dry days is about the same as the number 
of wet days in a month which is the case of April to June at 
Wageningen, then one may conclude that the two partials have 
about the same value , that is there is about 50% cloud1ness 
in dry days and 50% clearness in wet days" 
Also, given inform2tion of one partial condit1on, the 
other partial can be est1mated. For example in Apr1l at Los 
Banos, the percent dry day was 83 and % SR was 72. A 
1r. e t='. Y' .,,. c\ ·n gem E~ n t: o t t hE· a b o v e 'f o ·(· m u. 1 c\ g 1 ···-! e s t he t o 1 1 ow 1 n <.::J 
r;:;~quc:" t ion, 
%8R at dry day =100(72 I 83> - (17 I 83)(% SR at wet day> 
Thus, % SR at dry days in April ranged between 70% and 83% 
for 80% and 20% SR at wet days. It %SR at wet days was 50% 
then, % SR at dry days was about 77%. Or there was 50% 
clearness in wet days, and 23% cloud1ness in dry days in 
April of Los Banos. 
3.9) reflect the differences between the two partials; the 
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cloudiness in the dry days a~d the clearness in the wet 
days. In other words to say, there are onlY small part1al 
cloudiness in the dry days but large partial clearness in 
the wet days for both dry and wet seasons in Los Banos. The 
smaller percentages of the salor radiation in Summer and 
Fall than in Spring. are due to mare rain1ng days in those 
months. Thus the difference between the percent salor 
radiation and the percent drY days gives an indication of 
the type of cloud and the rainfall intens1t1es of the area. 
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5. PROGRAM LISTINGS 
5 ... 1. Estimation 
[**************************************************************************************X 
C ORIGIN~L PROGR~M BY RICH~RDSON 
C REVISED BY I. SUPIT 
[ 
C THIS PROGR~M ESTIM~TES THE P~R~METERS WHICH ~RE USED IN THE SIMUL~TION 
C PROGR~M 'WE~TH.FOR'. THE D~T~ FILES CONSISTS OF ~CTU~L D~T~. ~LSD ~ 
C SUMM~RY OF THE RCTU~L D~T~ IS GIVEN IN OUTPUT FILE 1 SUMM~R.D~T 1 • 












85 FORM~TC' ST~RTING YE~R=' ,$) 
RE~DC-3,86) LST~RT 
86 FORM~TCI6) 




94 FORM~TC' L~TITUDE= I 1$) 
RE~DC-3,95) ~L~T 
95 FORM~TCF5.1) 
DO 1 1=1,30 
XD~T~CI>=O.O 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1=1,4 
DO 2 J=1, 12 
YD~T~Cl,J)=O.O 
2 CONTINUE 
C C~LCUL~TE M~XIMUM SOL~R R~DI~TION FOR E~CH D~Y 
XYRS=NYRS 
XL~T= ~L~T*6.2832/360 




IFCCH.GT. 1.0) H=O. 
IFCCH.GT. 1.0) GOTO 5 
IFCCH.LT.-1.0) H= 3.1418 
~~~--====:::::===::::=::---======:===~rFfEf'EE·T_:;:;.:.::::.r::;::o~·=GDl8=5··~-._~·_-··-____ ········-·······-··········· ·············--··-·-~·-·-····-····-·-·-··- ... ·~··-··-··-·······-······-·········- ·····- ···_········_··--==---~·---·-·--
















513 FORMRTC5X,' INPUT# 3 PCW/Wl ----' ,12F6.3) 
514 FORMRTC5X,' INPUT# 4 PCW/D) ----' ,12F6.3) 
515 FORMRTC5X,' INPUT# 5 RLPHR ----' ,12F6.3) 








701 FORMRTCSX,' INPUT# 7 ----' ,/) 
501 FORMRTC15X,' 1 TXMD I ,F10.3) 
502 FORMRTC15X,' 2 RTX I ,F10.3) 
503 FORMRTC15X,' 3 CVTX ',F10.3) 
504 FORMRTC15X,' 4 RCVTX I ,F10.3) 
WRITEf20 I 702) 
702 FORMRTC//,5X,' INPUT# 8 ----' ,/) 
WRITEC20,505) XDRTRC05) 
505 FORMRTC15X, I 5 TXMW I ,F10.3) 
WRITEC20,703) 
703 FORMRTC//,5X,' INPUT# 8 ----' ,/) 
WRITEC20,506) XDRTRC08) 
WRITEC20,507) XDRTRC10) 
WRITEC20 1 508) XDRTRC11) 
WRITEC20,509) XDRTRC12) 
506 FORMRTC15X, 1 6 TN I ,F10.3) 
507 FORMRTC15X, I 7 RTN I ,F10.3) 
508 FORMRTC15X,' 8 CVTN I ,F10.3) 
508 FORMRTC15X, 1 8 RCVTN I IF10.3) 
WRITEC20,704) 
704 FORMRTC//,5X, 1 INPUT# 10 ---- 1 ,/) 
WRITEC20 1 510) XDRTRC13l 
WRITEC20,511) XDRTRC14) 
510 FORMRTC15XI 1 10 RMD I ,F10.3) 
511 FORMRTC15X, I 11 RR , ,F10.3) 
WRITEC20,705) 
705 FORMRTC// 1 5X,' INPUT U 11 ---- 1 1/) 
WRITEC20 1 512) XDRTRC17) 
512 FORMRTC15X, I 12 RMW I IF10.3) 
WRITEC20,600) 












DO 7 I=1,NYRS 








[**CONVERSION TO F~HRENHEIT ~ND L~NGLEY** 
C LOS B~NOS R~DI~TION D~T~ ~RE IN J/CM2/D~Y 
C W~GENINGEN D~T~ ~RE IN J/CM2/D~Y 
DO 8 I=1,NYR5 
DO 8 J=1,365 
TM~XCI,Jl=TM~XCI,J)*S/5 + 32 
TMINCI,J)=TMINCI,J)*S/5 + 32 
R~DCI,Jl=R~DCl,J)*0.239 










104 FORM~TC//5X,' M~XIMUM TEMPER~TURE' ,/) 
C***** C~LCUL~TE TM~X P~R~METERS ****** 
C~LL MSDCNYRS,TM~X,R~IN,1,XD~T~) 
WRITEC20,105) 
105 FORM~TC' 1'///5X,' MINIMUM TEMPER~TURE' ,/) 
C***** C~LCUL~TE TMIN P~R~METERS ***** 
C~LL MSDCNYRS,TMIN,R~IN,2,XD~T~) 
WRITEC20 ,106) 
106 FORM~TC' 1'///,5X,' SOL~R R~DI~TION' ,/) 
C***** C~LCUL~TE R~D P~R~METERS ***** 
C~LL MSDCNYRS,R~D,R~IN,3,XD~T~l 
WRITEC20,107) 
107 FORM~TC' 1' ,///,5X,' PRECIPIT~TION'l 
C***** C~LCUL~TE R~INF~LL P~R~METERS ***** 
C~LL PPR~INCR~IN,NYRS,YD~T~) 











DO 10 I =1, 13 
MERN 
IFCID.EQ.1 .OR. ID.EQ.2) THEN 
CXM=CXMCI)-32.)*5./8. 
CSD=SDC I )*5. /8. 
ELSE 
IFCID.EQ.3) THEN 
CXM::::XMC I )*4. 184 




























R = SUMR* C 2 . I 13 . ) 
R1=5UMR1*C2.113.) 
R2=5UMR2*C2.113.) 





















101 FORM~TC15X,' ME~N = 1 ,F10.4,5X,' ~MPLITUDE =' ,F10.4,5X, 






102 FORM~TC/,15X,' FOURIER COEFFICIENTS--STD. DEV.') 



















C****THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE C~LCUL~TES THE 5T~TISTIC5 OOF TM~X, TMIN, ~ND R~D 
C*******BY 28-D~Y PERIOD OF THE YE~R ~ND FITS ~ FOURIER SERIES TO THE RESULTS. 
SUBROUTINE MSDCNYRS,W,R~IN,ID,XD~T~) 
DIMENSION WC20,365),R~INC20,365),XMC13),XM1C13),5DC13), 5D1C13) 
DIMENSION CXC13), CX1C13) 
DIMENSION XD~T~C30) 
DO 20 I = 1, 13 
NF = 1*28 
NI=NF-27 
XN = 0. 
XN1 = 0. 
SUM ::: 0. 
5UM1 = 0. 
55 = 0. 
551 = 0. 
DO 15 JD=NI,NF 
DO 15 JY = 1,NYR5 
IFCID .EQ. 2) GO TO 11 
IFCR~INCJY,JD))11,11,12 
11 CONTINUE 
XN = XN + 1. 
SUM = SUM+WCJY,JD) 
55 = 55 + CWCJY,JD)*WCJY,JD)) 
GO TO 15 
12 CONTINUE 
~~-:::=,~=:===--=:==-==--=::=-=-'---){-fl["f~f'f'T:c~::::c-:f-----.. r;----------------::--------------------------------~--:------- ---- --------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------
551=551+CWCJY,JD) 
15 CONTINUE 
IFCXN .LE. 2. ) XMCI) = 0. 
IFCXN .LE. 2. ) SDCI) = 0. 
IFCXN .LE. 2. ) CXCI) = 0. 
IFCXN .LE. 2. ) GO TO 400 
- 36 -
XMCJ) = SUM I XN 
SDCI) ~ SQRTCCSS-SUM*SUMIXN)ICXN-1.)) 
IFCXMCI) .LT. 0.001) XMCI) = 0.001 
CXCI) = SDCI) I XMCI) 
400 CONTINUE 
IFCID .EQ. 2) GO TO 20 
IFCXN1 .LE. 2.) XM1Cl) = 0. 
IFCXN1 .LE. 2.) SD1CI) =0. 
IFCXN1 .LE. 2.) CX1Cl) =0. 
IFCXN1 .LE. 2.) GO TO 500 
XM1Cl) = SUM1 I XN1 
SD1Cl) =5QRTCC551-5UM1*5UM11XN1J/CXN1-1.)) 




IFCID .EQ. 2) GO TO 25 
WRITEC20 ,100) 
100 FORM~TC10X,'DRY D~YS') 
C~LL FOURCID,XM,SD,CX, XD~T~) 
WRITEC20,101) 
101 FORM~TC/, 10X,'WET D~YS') 
C~LL FOURCID,XM1,5D1,CX1,XD~T~) 
GO TO 30 
25 WRITEC20 102) 




END [*******THIS SUBROUTINE C~LCUL~TES THE R~INF~LL GENER~TION P~R~METERS 
[*******USING THE M~RKOV CH~IN-G~MM~ MODEL 
SUBROUTINE PPR~INCXR~IN,NYR,YD~T~) 
DIMENSION XR~INC20,365) 








CH~R~CTER *36 ~(2) 
CH~R~CTER *4 D~TEC12) 
D~T~ D~TE /'J~N.' ,'FEB.' ,'M~R. 1 ,'~PR. 1 ,'M~Y.' ,'JUNE.' I 
$ 'JULY.' ,'~UG.' ,'SEP.' ,'OCT.' , 1 NOV.' ,'DEC.'/ 
D~T~ ~ ( 1 ) I I I I 
D~T~ ~(2) /'NOT ENOUGH D~T~ TO DEFINE P~R~METERS'/ 
DO 10 I =1, 12 
NDCI) =0 
PPPWCIJ =0. 
NWDCI) = 0 
NWWCJ) = 0 
NDDCI) =0 
NDWC I) =0 
SUMLCI) = 0. 
SUMCI) =0. 
SUM2CI) = 0. 
PWWCI) = 0. 





BETr:ICI) = 0. 
5UM3Cl) = 0. 
XYR=NYR 
RIM1 = 0. 
DO 20 J = 1,NYR 
DO 30 K = 1,365 
IFCK .GE. 001 
IFCK .GE. 032 
IFCK .GE. 060 
IFCK .GE. 081 
IFCK . GE. 121 
IFCK . GE. 152 
IF C K . GE . 182 
IFCK .GE. 213 
IFCK .GE. 244 
IFCK .GE. 274 
IFCK .GE. 305 















.LE. 031) MD = 1 
.LE. 058) MD 2 
.LE. 080) MD 3 
. LE . 120) MD = 4 
. LE. 151) MD 5 
. LE. 181) MD = 6 
.LE. 212) MD = 7 
.LE. 243) MD 8 
.LE. 273) MD 9 
.LE. 304) MD 10 
.LE. 334) MD 11 
.LE. 365) MD = 12 





GO TO 6 
----------~4~----~M~w~w~<~M~W+MH+~------------------------------------------------------~ 
6 CONTINUE · 
5UMLCM0)=5UMLCM0)+r:ILOGCRr:IIN) 
SUMCM0)=5UMCM0)+Rr:IIN 
5UM2CM0)=5UM2CM0) + Rr:IIN * Rr:IIN 
SUM3CM0)=5UM3CM0) +Rr:IIN*Rr:IIN*Rr:IIN 







GO TO 8 
IFCRIM1) 7,7,8 
NDDCM0)=NDDCM0)+1 
GO TO 8 
NDWCM0)=NDWCM0)+1 
RIM1 = Rr:IIN 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 120 I = 1, 12 
XXND=NDCI) 
YYNW=NWCI) 
PPPWCI) = YYNW/XXND 
III=1 
IFCNWCI) .LT. 3) 111=2 
ICC!) = III 




















201 FORM~TC///,8X,'--MRRKOV CH~IN--',16X,'-G~MM~ DIST-',1, 
$ 1X,' MONTH PCW/W) PCW/D)' ,11X,' ~LPH~ BET~' ,I) 






















D~T~ D~TE /'J~N.' ,'FEB.' ,'MRR.' ,'~PR.' ,'MRY.' ,'JUNE.' I 













DO 872 I==1,NYRS 














882 FORM~TC' SUMM~RY OF THE ~CTU~L D~T~ OF W~GENINGEN, 1975-1884') 









201 FORM~TC//,SX,'SUMM~RY FOR YE~R' ,15,/) 
WRITEC11,202) 
202 FORM~TC' MONTH' ,2X,'WET D~YS' ,2X,'R~INF~L' ,2X,'M~X TEMP' ,2X 
$ 'MIN TEMP' ,2X,'SOL~R R~D' ,4X,'R~TIO' ,/,18X, 
$ I CMM)' ,5X,'([)' ,7X,'([)' ,6X,'CJ/CM2/D~Y)') 
















































205 FORM~Tc /' TOT~L' ,2x, I3,5X,F7 .1,sx, '-',ax,'-' ,1ox, '-', 
s ax,'-') 
WRITEC11,350) PYTM~X,PYTMIN,PYR~D,PYRT 




861 FORM~TC// 1 5X, 1 0VER~LL SUMM~RY FOR' 1 I3,'YE~R5' I/15XI 
$ 'C~VER~GED OVER THE YE~RS)') 
WRITEC11,862) 
862 FORM~TC' MONTH' 12X,'WET D~YS' ,2X,'R~INF~L' ,2X1'M~X TEMP' ,2X 
$ 'MIN TEMP' ,2X,'SOL~R R~D' ,4X,'R~TIO'/ 
$ I 18X I I ( MM) I I sx I , (c) I , 7X I , (c) I I 6X I I ( J I CM2/ D~Y) I ) 





























865 FORM~TC/ 1 TOT~L' ,X,I5,4X,F7.1,6X,' I ,8X,' I ,10X,' , I 
$ BX,'_ 1 ) - - -
WRITEC11,866) STM~X,STMIN,STR~D,STRT 
866 FORM~TC' ~VER.' ,3X,' I ,10X,' I ,3X,F5.1,5X,F5.1,6X,F6.1, 
$ 5X,F6.2) - --
WRITEC11,867) 
867 FORM~TC//1,' SUMM~RY OF ST~ND~RD DEVI~TIONS'//) 
WRITEC11,876) 
876 FORM~TC' MONTH' ,2X,'WET D~YS' ,2X,'R~INF~L' ,2X, 1 M~X TEMP' ,2X 
$ 'MIN TEMP' ,2X,'50L~R R~D' ,5X, 1 R~TI0') 







































C ~D~PTED FOR LOS B~N05 
C ORIGIN~L IS: DT ~ COSC0.0172*CXJ-200.) 
C DR= COSC0.0172XCXJ-172.) 
[********************************************************************* C ORIGIN~L PROGR~M BY RICH~RDSON 
C REVISED BY I. SUPIT 
C ~PRIL 1885 
[********************************************************************** DIMENSION RTOC20,366) 
DIMENSION RNC20~366) 1 TMXC20,3GG)~TMNC20,366)JRDC20,3f>6) 
DIMENSION TXMC3G6J,TXSC366),TXM1C366J~TX51C3G6),TNMC366) 
DIMENSION RMOC368) 1 R50C36G),RM1C366),R51C3GGJ~RCC366) 1 R~INC3G6) 
DIMENSION TMINC366) 1 R~DC366J,~COMC20),NIC12) 1 5RC12J,SSTXC12) 
DIMENSION 55R~DC32),5R~INC12) 1 5TM~XC12J,STMINC12),5R~DC12) 
DIMENSION PWDC12J,~LPH~C12J,BET~C12J,TMC12J,PWC12l 1 TGC12J,RMC12) 
DIMENSION RCFC12J,NWETC12J,XNWC12J,TM~XC366J,PWWC12),RGC12) 
DIMENSION T~M~XC12J,T~MINC12J,TN5C366J,NIIC12J,55TNC12) 





D~T~ D~TE/ I J~N.' , 1 FEB.',' M~R.' ,' ~PR' , 1 M~Y',' JUNE',' JULY', 
$ I ~UG.' ,' SEP.' ,' OCT.' , 1 NOV.' , 1 DEC. 1 I 
CH~R~CTER*15 INPN~M 
EH~R~CTER~S D~TEC12) 
[********************************************************************** C* INPUT # 01 - TITLE 
C* ~COMCI) - LOC~TION IDENTIFID~TION OR OTHER USER * 
C* COMMENTS. 80 CH~R~CTER M~XIMUM * 
C*********************************************************************** [*********************************************************************** C* INPUT # 02 - NUMBER OF YE~RS, GENER~TION CODES, ~ND L~TITUDE 
C* NYRS - YE~RS OF D~T~ TO BE FENER~TED 
C* KGEN - GENER~TION OPTION CODE 
C* IF KGEN ~ 1,R~IN, M~X TEMP, MIN TEMP, ~ND 
C* SOL~R R~DI~TION WILL BE GENER~TED 
C* IF KGEN ~ 2 OBSERVED R~IN WILL BE USED ~ND 
C* M~X TEMP, MIN TEMP, SOL~R R~DI~TION WILL 
C* BE GENER~TED 
C* ~L~T 5T~TION L~TITUDE IN DEGREES 
C* KTCF - TEMP. CORRECTION F~CTOR OPTION CODE 
C* IF KTCF = 0 NO TEMP CORRECTION WILL DE M~DE 
C* IF KTCF = 2 GENER~TED M~X TEMP ~ND 
C* MIN TEMP. WILL BE CORRECTED B~SED ON 
C* OBSERVED ME~N MONTHLY M~X ~ND MIN TEMP 
C* IF KTCF = 1 GENER~TED M~X TEMP ~ND MIN TEMP 
C* WILL BE CORRE~TED B~SED ON OBSERVED ME~N 
C* MONTHLY TEMP 
C* KRCF - R~IN CORRECTION F~CTOR OPTION CODE 
C* IF KRCF = 1 GENER~TED R~IN WILL BE CORRECTED 
C* B~SED ON OBSERVED ME~N MONTHLY R~IN 
-~--,~--C)i-~~~~~==c~=,=~~. ··-·--·-~=== ___ ·--····lL~.t::RCEc,~~·=,O.~D .. RfllN .. CO~EECIIDN~W.ILL_B.Lt1QDE 





111 FORMI=lTC' ~RE YOU USING LOS B~NOSC1) OR Wl=lGENINGCNC2) Dl=lT~?' I 













88 FORMPTC' HOW MPNY YE~RS OF DRTP H~VE TO BE GENERPTED? ',$) 
REPDC-3,100) NYRS 
100 FORMPTC!S) 
[***** CPLCULPTE MPXIMUM SOLPR R~DIPTION FOR EPCH DRY 
XL~T = PL~T*6.2832/360. 
DO 6 I = 1,366 
XI = I 
SD = 0.4102*5INC0.0172*CXI-80.25)) 
CH = -T~NCXLPTl*TPNCSDJ 
IFCCH .GT. 1.0) H = 0. 
IFCCH .GT. 1.0JGO TO 5 
IFC CH .LT. -1.0JH=3.1416 
IFCCH .LT. -1.0) GO TO 5 
- :J 
5 DD = 1.0+0.0335*SINC0.0172*CXI+88.2)) 
RCCIJ=889.2305XDD*CCH*5INCXL~T)*5INC5D))+CC05CXLRTJ*COSCSD)*5INCH) 
1)) 
C MPYBE P '1 0% REDUCT I ON HRVE TO DE USED TO PDJUST WRGEN I NGEN 
C SOL~R RPDI~TION 
RCCIJ = RCCIJ * 0.8 
G CONTINUE 
DO 7 I = 1, 12 
TTM~XCI)=O. 
TTMINCIJ=O. 
RMC I) = 0. 
7 CONTINUE 
IFCKGEN .EQ. 2) GO TO 10 
[***************************************************************************~ 
C INPUT # 3 PROB~BILITY OF WET GIVEN WET PWWCI) 
C INPUT # 4 PROB~BILITY OF WET GIVEN DRY PWDCIJ 
C INPUT # 5 G~MMP DISTRIBUTION SHPPE PPRPMETER RLPHPCI) 
C INPUT # G G~MMP DISTRIBUTION SC~LE PPRRMETER DETPCIJ 
C PLL INPUTS CONTPIN 12 MONTHLY VPLUE5 
[***************************************************************************> 





., n':"t ~· .>MI r 1 r::>r?? n) 
··-
. ~~~-~[i<R*************W·)fKKKX1CKKX**************************************")(******** ~·· 
Cx INPUT #07 - FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF M~X TEMP ON DRY D~YS 
C¥ TXMD - ME~N OF TM~X - DRY 
ex ~TX - ~MPLITUDE OF TM~X - WET OR DRY 
ex CVTX - MERN OF COEF. OF V~R. OF TMRX - WET OR DRY 
ex ~CVTX - ~MPLITUDE or COCF.OF VPR. OF TMRX - WET OR DRY 
ex INPUT # 08 - FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF M~X TEMP ON WET D~Y5 
ex TXMW - MEQN OF TMPX - WET 
CX INPUT tt O:J - FOURIER COEfFICIENTS OF MIN TEMP 
- 45 -
C~ TN - ME~N OF TMIN - WET OR DRY 
C* ~TN - ~MPLITUDE OF TMIN - WET OR DRY 
C* CVTN. - MEnN OF COEF. OF V~R. OF TMIN - WET OR DRY 
C* ~CVTN- ~MPLITUDE OF COEF. OF V~R. OF TMIN- WET OR DRY 
C* INPUT # 10 - FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF R~D ON DRY D~YS 
C* RMD - ME~N OF Rl=lD - DRY . 
C* l=lR - ~MPLITUDE OF Rl=lD - WET DR DRY 
C* INPUT n 11 - FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF Rl=lD ON WET Dl=lYS 
C* RMW - ME~N OF Rl=lD - WET 
[************************************************************************ 









801 FORMRTC' TXMD=' ,F10.51/, I RTX~ 1 ,F10.5,/ , 1 CVTX=;' ,F10.5J/, 1 RCVTX=' 
$ 1 F10.5) 
WRITEC20,802) TXMW 
802 FORMnTC, TXMW=' ,F10.5) 
WRITEE20,803l TN,RTN,EVTN,REVTN 
803 FDRMRTC' TN= 1 ,F10.5,/, 1 l=lTN= 1 IF10.5,/J' CVTN=' ,F10.51/I' RCVTN=' 
$ ,F10.5) 
WRITEC20,804) RMDIRR 
804 FDRMnrc~ RMD=' lr1o.s,/1 1 RR=' IF10.5) 
CVRD = 0.24 
RCVRD = -0.08 
WRITEC20,805) RMW 
805 FDRMRTC' RMW=' IF10.5) 
CVRW = 0.48 
RCVRW = -0. 13 
D1 = TXMD - TXMW 
D2 = RMD - RMW 
IFCKTCF .EQ. 0) GO TO 12 
IFCKTCF .EQ. 2) GO TO 8 
[************************************************************************ C* INPUT # 12 - MONTHLY VRLUES OF RCTURL MERN TEMP 
C* OMIT IF KTCF = 1 DR 2 
C* TMCI) - 12 MONTHLY Vl=lLUE5 OF RCTURL MERN TEMP 
[************************************************************************* RERDC2,103)CTMCI) 1 I=1,12) 
GO TO 12 
______ QE_l(-)fc~J~~Jt~J0tifJ{_-**-*-·M30!if~*-*-*-*-*-***·**-**-*****-* iE:·M:iE:*~-****-*-***-**-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*~}f.-*Jf.KKK10!.*** 
C* ~QW:t~C¥ ... lJ~W~~F-blG-TUs:l~EblN. MRX ···TEM~~~--~~~~~· 
~-e* ....... ~~~oMtT·rp·-KTCF··::~·o··oR·1-
C* TTMRXCI) - 12 MONTHLY VRLUES OF RCTURL MERN MRX TEMP 
[************************************************************************* 8 RE~DC2,103) CTTMRXCI) 1 I~1,12) 
C************************************************************************* C* INPUT II 14 - MONTHLY VRLU[5 OF RCTU~L MERN MIN TEMP 
C* OMIT IF KTCF ~ 0 OR 1 
- 46 -
C¥ TTMINCIJ - 12 MONTHLY V~LUES OF ~CTU~l- ME~N MIN TEMP 
[************************************************************************** 
RE~DC2,103) CTTMINCil,I=1,12) 
12 IFCKRCF .EQ. 0) GO TO 13 [************************************************************************** C* INPUT # 15 - MONTHLY V~LUES OF ~CTU~L ME~N R~INF~LL 
C* OMIT IF KRCF = 0 





700 FORM~TC////,10X,'GENER~TION P~R~METER5 1 ,//,15X,'PRECIPIT~TION') 
WRITEC20,701lCPWWCIJ,I=1,12) 
701 FORM~TC20X, 1 PCW/W) I ,12F7.3) 
WRITEC20,702) CPWDCil,I=1,12) 
702 FORM~TC20X,'PCW/D) I ,12F7.3) 
WRITEC20,703) C~LPH~CIJ,I=1,12) 
703 FORM~TC20X,'~LPH~ I ,12F7.3) 
WRITEC20,704J CBET~CIJ,I=1,12) 
704 FORM~TC20X,!BET~ I ,12F7.3) 
WRITEC20,705JTXMD,~TX,CVTX,~CVTX,TXMW 
705 FORM~TC15X, 1 M~XIMUM TEMPER~TURE' ,/,20X,'TEMD = ',F8.3,/,20X, 
* '~TX = I ,F8.3,/,20X, 1 CVTX = I ,F8.3,/,20X,'~CVTX =I ,F8.3,/ ,20X, 
* 'TXMW = I ,F8.3,//) 
ITEC20 706)TN ~TN CVTN,~CVTN 
706 FORM~TC15X,'MINIMUM TEMPER~TURE' ,/,20X, 1 TN = I I- I 
*'~TN= I ,F8.3,/,20X, 1 CVTN = I ,F8.3,/,20X,'~CVTN = I ,F8.3,//) 
WRITEC20,707JRMD,~R,RMW 
707 FORM~TC15X,'SOL~R R~DI~TION' ,/,20X,'RMD = I ,F8.3,/,20X, 
* '~R = 1 ,F8.3,/,20X,'RMW =I ,F8.3,///) 










DO 11 J = 1,366 
XJ ~ J 
DT ~ C05C.0172MCXJ-5X)) 
DR = C05C.0172*CXJ-5YJJ 
TXMCJ) = TXMD+~TX*DT 
XCR1=CVTX+~CVTX*DT 
IFCXCR1 .LT. 0.0) XCR1=0.06 
TXSCJ)=TXMCJ)*XCR1 
TXM1CJ) = TXMCJ) - 01 
XCR2=CVTN+~CVTNMDT 
IFCXCR2 .LT. 0.0) XCR2=0.06 
TNSCJJ=TNMCJ)*XCR2 
RMOCJJ = RMD+~R * DR 
XCRJ=CVRD+RCVRD*DR 
IFCXCR3 .LT. O.OJXCR3:0.06 
RSOCJJ=RMOCJ)*XCR3 
RM1CJ) ~ RMOCJJ - 02 
- 47 -
XCR4~CVRW+~CVRW*DR 
IFCXCR4 .LT. 0.0) XCR4~0.06 
R51CJJ~RM1CJ)*XCR4 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 22 IM~1, 12 
XNWC IM) = 0. 
5RC IM) = 0. 
5STXCIM) = 0. 
55TNCIMJ = 0. 
55R~DCIM) = 0. 
TCFM~XCIMJ = 0.0 
TCFMINCIM) = 0.0 
RCFCIMJ = 1.0 
PWCIMJ = PWDCIMJ/C1. -PWWCIMJ+PWDCIMJ) 
51 = 0. 
52 = 0. 
53 = 0. 
~L = t~ I ( It~ ) IFCIM .EQ. 1) GO TO 14 
NF = NICIM-1) + 1 
GO TO 15 
14 NF = 1 
15 CONTINUE 
ZN = NL - NF + 1 
DO 16 J = NF,NL 
51 = 51 + TXMCJJ/ZN 
52 = 52 + TXM1CJJ/ZN 
53 = 53 + TNMCJ)/ZN 
16 CONTINUE 
C~H~·X**C~LCULI=lTE MONTI-H._ Y R~ I NFRLL CORRECT I ON FRCTOR 
RGCIMJ = ~LPHRCIM)*BET~CIMl*ZN*PWCIMJ 
IFCKRCF .EQ. 0) GO TO 17 
RCFCIMJ = RMCIMJ/RGCIMJ 
17 IFCKTCF .EQ. OJ GO TO 22 
C1oooo~C~LCUL~TE MONTHLY TEMP CORRECTION FRCTOR 
IFCKTCF .EQ. 2) GO TO 18 
TMD = C51 + 53) I 2. 
TMW = C52 + 53) I 2. 
TGCIM) ~ TMW*PWCIMJ+TMD*C1-PWCIMJJ 
TCFM~XCIMJ = TMCIMJ - TGCIM) 
TCFMINCIMJ = TCFMRXCIMJ 
GO TO 22 
18 Tl=lMRXCIMJ=52*PWCIMJ + 51*C1. -PWCIMJ) 
T~MINCIMJ=53 




IFCKRCF .EQ. OJ GO TO 52 
WRITEC20,712JCRMCIJ,I=1,12) 
712 FORMRTC10X, 1 RCT MERN RRIN' ,12F7.2) 
WRITEC20,713) CRGCI),I=1,12) 
713 FORMRTC10X,'E5T MERN R~IN' ,12F7.2) 
IF CKTCF .EQ. 0) GO TO 19 
IFCKTCF .EQ. 2) GO TO 51 
WRITEC20,708) CTMCIJ,I=1,12) 
708 FORMRTC10X, 1 ~CT MERN TEMP 1 ,12F7.1) 
WRITEC20,711JCTGCIJ,I~1,12J 
711 FORMRTC10X,'[ST Mf:RN TEMP 1 ,12F7.1) 
GO TO SO 
51 WRITEC20,722J CTTMRXCIJ,I=1,12J 
- 48 -
722 FORM~TC10X,'~CT ME~N TM~X' ,12F7.1) 
WRITEC20,723) CTTMINCI),I=1,12J 
723 FORM~TC10X,'~CT ME~N TMIN 1 ,12F7.1) 
WRITEC20,720) CT~M~XCI),I=1,12) 
720 FORM~TC10X,'EST ME~N TM~X' ,12F7.1) 
WRITEC20,721) CT~MINCI),I=1,12) 
721 FORM~TC10X,'E5T ME~N TMIN' ,12F7.1) 
50 WRITEC20,708) CTCFM~XCI),I=1,12) 
708 FORM~TC10X,'CF. ME~N TM~X' ,12F7.1) 
WRITEC20,724) CTCFMINC!),!=1,12) 
724 FORM~TC10X,'CF. ME~N TMIN 1 ,12F7.1) 
18 XYR = NYRS 
SYTX = 0. 
SYTN = 0. 
SYR~D = 0. 
SYR = 0. 
SYNW = 0. 
DO 40 I = 1,NYR5 
IYR = I 
IFCKGEN .EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
KK = 0 
IJ = 1 [************************************************************ C* INPUT # 16 - ME~SURED R~INFI=ILL FOR NYRS 
C* OMIT IF KGEN = 1 
C* FOR NYRS 
[************************************************************ 21 RE~DC2,102) IYR,MO,ID~Y,R~INCIJ) 
102 FORMI=ITC4X,3I2,20X,F10.0) 
IFCKK .EQ. 1) GO TO 24 
20 ID~YS = 365 
IFLG = MODCIYR,4) 
IFCIFLG .EQ. OJ ID~YS = 366 
KK = 1 
IFCKGEN .EQ. 1) GO TO 28 
24 IJ = IJ + 1 





DO 23 I M = 1 I 12 
SR~INC IM) = 0. 
STM~XCIM) = 0. 
STMINCIMJ = 0. 
SR~DCIM) = 0. 
NWET C I M) = 0 . 
23 CONTINUE 
IM = 1 
YTMRX = 0. 
YTMIN = 0. 
ID~ = 0 
WRITEC20,851) 
851 FORM~TC//,' SIMULI=ITED DI=IILY WE~THER V~LUES' ,//) 
WRITEC20,852) 
852 FORMI=IT c' MONTH' , 2x, I D~TE I ,2x I 'YEI=IR' ,2x I I JUL. orne I , 2x, I Rl=liNf~LL' I 
$ 2XI'M~X TEMP 1 12X, 1 MIN TCMP 1 12XI 1 50LRR RRD 1 14XII 
$ I 31 X I I ( MM) I I ~"JX I I c c) I I 7X I I ( [) I I GX I I ( LJ I CM2/ DPY) I ) 
DO 30 J=1,ID~Y5 
ID~ = ID~ + 1 
- 49 -
IFCID~YS .EQ. 366) GO TO 27 
IFCJ .GT.NICIM)) GO TO 251 
GO TO 28 
251 IM = IM + 1 
I Dr:l = 1 
GO TO 28 
27 IFCJ .GT. NIICIM>> GO TO 251 
29 CONTINUE 
[*****THE FOLLOWING ST~TEMENT WRITES 
C*****EXTERN~L FILE CUNIT 20). 
D~ILY GENER~TED WE~THER ON ~N 















C*****THE FOLLOWING ST~TEMENT PRINTS D~ILY GENER~TED WEI=lTHER 
200 FORMRTC2X,I2,5X,I2,4X,I2,5X,I3,6X,F5.1,3X 1F5.1,5X,F5.1,8X 
$ 1F5.0,6X,F4.2) 
25 CONTINUE 
IFCRRINCJ) .LT. 0.005) GO TO 26 
NWETCIMJ = NWETCIM) + 1 
NYWET = NYWET + 1 
26 CONTINUE 
SRRINCIMJ = 5RI=liNCIM> + RRINCJ) 
STMRXCIM> = STMRXCIMJ + TMI=lXCJJ 
5TMINCIMJ = STMINCIMJ + TMINCJ) 
SRI=lDCIM> = SR~DCIMJ + R~DCJ) 




C CRERTING INPUT FILES FOR CSMP 
[***************************************** 
OPENCUNIT=15,5TRTU5= 1NEW 1 ,FILE='I=lBC.DRT') 
DO 124 I=1,NYR5 
WRITEC15,126) CTMXCI,J),J=1,365) 
126 FORMRTCI 1' TRBLE TMPHTC1-3G5)= ... '11,37C10CF5.1~' 1') 1 1 .. • ' 1/)) 
WRITEC15 1 12B) CTMNCI 1 J),J=1~3G5) 
120 FORM~TC/1' TRDLE TMPLTC1-365)= ... '/1137C10CF5.11' ,')1 I ••• 1 II)) 
WRITE ('15 I 130) ( RD ( I I'J) I J ~ 1 I 305) 
130 fORM~T (I I I Tl=liJLE RDTMT C'l- 365)::: ... I I I I 37 ('1 0 ( F5. •1 I I I I ) I I ••• I I I)) 
WRITEC151132) CRNCIIJ)IJ~113G5) 





























IM == 1 
DO 50 IDRY=1,ID~Y5 
IFCID~YS .EQ. 366) GO TO 2 
IFCID~Y .GT. NICIM)) IM == IM + 1 
GO TO 4 
2 IFCIDRY .GT. NIICIM)) IM == IM + 1 
4 CONTINUE 
IFCKGEN .EQ. 2) GO TO 15 
[*****DETERMINE WET OR DRY D~Y USING MRRKOV CHRIN MODEL 
CRLL RRNDNCRN) 
IFCIP-0) 7,7,10 
7 IFCRN- PWDCIM ))11,11,8 
8 IP == 0 
RRINCIDRY) = 0. 
GO TO 18 
10 IFCRN-PWWCIM ))11,11,8 
11 IP = 1 
[*****DETERMINE RRINF~LL RMOUNT FOR WET D~YS USING G~MM~ 
C* DISTRIBUTION 
~~ = 1./~LPHRCIMJ 
~8 = 1./(1.-~LPH~CIM)) 
TR1 = EXPC-18.42/RR) 
TR2 = EXPC-18.42/RB) 
SUM == 0. 
5UM2 = 0. 
12 CRLL RRNDNCRN1) 
CRLL R~NDNCRN2) 
IFCRN1-TR1J 61,61,62 
61 51 ::: 0. 
GO TO 63 
64 52 = 0. 
GO TO 66 
65 52 = RN2**RD 
GG 512 = 51 + 52 
IfC512-1.) 13,13 1 12 
13 Z ::: 51/S12 
CI=JLL RRNDNCRN3) 
R~INCID~Y) ::: -Z*I=lLOGCRN3)¥DETI=lCIM)XRCfCIM) 
- 51 -
C*****RRINCIDRY) IS GENER~TED RRINFRLL FOR IDRY 
15 IFCRRINCIDRY)) 16,16,17 
16 IP = 0 
GO TO 18 
17 IP = 1 
18 IFCIP-1) 25,26,26 
C*****GENERRTE TMRX,TMIN, RND RRD FOR IDRY 
25 RM=RMOCIDRY) 
RS = RSOCIDRY) 
TXXM = TXMCIDRY) 
TXXS = TXSCIDRY) 
GO TO 27 
26 RM = RM1CIDRY) 
RS = R51CIDRY) 
TXXM = TXM1CIDRY) 
TXXS = TX51CIDRY) 
27 CONTINUE 
DO 30 K = 1,3 
131 RR = 0. 
CRLL RRNDNCRN1) 
CRLL RRNDNCRN2) 
V = 5QRTC-2.*RLOGCRN1))*COSC6.283185*RN2) 
IFCRBSCV) .GT. 2.5) GO TO 131 
ECK) = V 
30 CONTINUE 
~ 
RCI) = 0. 
RRCI) = 0. 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 32 I = 1,3 
DO 32 J == 1,3 
RCI) = RCIJ+BCI,J)*ECJ) 
RRC!) = RRC!) + ~CI,J)~XIM1CJ) 
32 CONTINUE 
DO 37 K = 1,3 
XCK) = RCK) + RRCK) 
XIM1CK) = XCK) 
37 CONTINUE 
TM~XCID~Y) = XC1) * TXXS + TXXM 
TMINCID~Y) = XC2)*TNSCID~YJ+TNMCID~Y) 
IFCTMINCID~Y) .GT. TM~XCID~Y)) GO TO 38 
GO TO 38 
38 TMM = TM~XCID~Y) 
TM~XCIDRY) = TMINCIDRYJ 




C~~***TMRXCIDRY) IS GENER~TED TMRX FOR IDRY 
C*****TMINCID~Y) IS GENER~TED TMIN FOR !DRY 
RRDCIDRY) = XC3)*R5+RM 
RMIN = 0.05*RCCIDRY) 
~~=--------o===~~=~~-~~~::=:=i-~~~~~~~~;~~=~~;1-~~~~~~~~J-~~~~~;¥+=~-=-=~==~-===~-~-=--===~-~~-J 




C*****THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE GENERRTES R UNIFORM RRNDOM 
C ~oooo< NUMBER ON THE I NTERVRL 0 - ·1 
SUBROUTINE RRNDNCYFLJ 
DIMENSION KC4) 
DRTR K/2S10 1 7G~2 1 2456,37G5/ 

- 52 -
KC4) = 3*KC4J+KC2J 





KC2J=KC2) + I 
I = KC2)/100 
KC2l=KC2l-100*I 
KC3) = KC3l+I 
I = KC3l/1000 
KC3l==KC3)-I*1000 
KC4>=KC4)+I 
















D~TR D~TE /'JRN.' ,'FEB.' ,'M~R.' ,'~PR.' I 'MRY.' ,'JUNE.' J 












8 7'1 CONTINUE 
DO 872 I=1,NYR5 
DO 872 L=1,12 
SDRNCI,L>=O. 
SDTXCI,LJ=O. 











882 FORM~TC 1 SUMM~RY OF THE SIMUL~TED D~T~ OF W~GENINGEN 1 ) 







WRITEC11 1 201) I 
201 FDRM~TC//,5X,'5UMM~RY FOR YE~R 1 ,15,/) 
WRITEC11,202) 
202 FORM~TC' MONTH' ,2X, 1 WET D~Y5 1 ,2X,'R~INF~L' ,2X, 1 M~X TEMP' 12X 
$ 'MIN TEMP' ,2X,'50L~R R~D 1 ,4X,'R~TIO' ,/118X, 
$ I CMM) 1 ,5XI'([) 1 ,7X,'C[)' ,6X,'CJ/CM2/D~Y) 1 ) 


























~~ ~ uT mmum •• • • mmmu m • mm m ••••• •••• ~~~MRX l (-~~1={4:.tM8~MON( K~~-~-~-~~~~~· ~~~~-· •• ··~~-~~-~-~•• . 
AVRI=fD=DRI=ID!CFLD~TCLEMONCK)-LBMONCKJJ+1) 
~VRT=QRT/CFLO~TCLEMONCK)-LDMONCKJ)+1) 
5DRNC I I K) :::QR~IN 
SDTXCI,K)=QVTM~X 
SDTNCI,KJ~~VTMIN 
SDRCI 1 KJ=r-lVRQD 
5DWCTCI 1 KJ~NWCK) 















205 FORM~TC/' TOT~L' ,2X,I3,5X,F7.1,6X, 1 __ 1 ,BX,' __ ' ,10X,' __ ' I 
$ BX I 1 __ 1 ) 
WRITEC11,350) PYTMI=lX,PYTMIN,PYRRD 1 PYRT 
350 FORM~TC 1 RVER.' ,3X, 1 __ ' 1 10X 1 1 __ 1 ,3X 1 F5.1,5X,F5.1,5X 1 F7.1, $ 5X,F6.2J 
20 CONTINUE 
WRITEC11,861J NYRS 
RM~TC//ISX,'OVER~LL SUMMI=lRY FOR' ,I3,'YE~RS 1 ,/,SX, 
$ 'CI=lVER~GED OVER THE YE~RS)') 
WRITEC11,862) 
862 FORMRTC 1 MONTH',2X,'WET D~Y5 1 ,2X,'R~INF~L 1 ,2X,'MI=lX TEMP' ,2X 
$ 'MIN TEMP' ,2X, 1 50L~R R~D' ,4X,'R~TIO'/ 
$ ' 18X I I ( MM) I I 5X ' I ( [) I I 7X I I ( [) I I BX I I ( J I CM2 I D~Y) I ) 



























roRMRTc I' TOTI=lL' ,x, I5,4X,r7 .1,GX, '-',ex, '_ 1 ,1ox, '_', BX, ,_,) 
- 55 -
WRITEC11,866) STMRX,STMIN,STRRD,STRT 
866 FORMRTC 1 RVER.' ,3X, 1 __ 1 ,10X,' __ ' ,3X,F5.1,5X,F5.1,6X,F6.1, 
$ 5X,F6.2) 
WRITEC11,867l 
867 FORMRTC///,' SUMMRRY OF STRNDRRD DEVIRTIONS'//) 
WRITEC11,876) 
876 FORMRTC' MONTH 1 ,2X, 1 WET DRYS' ,2X, 1 RRINFRL' ,2X, 1 MRX TEMP, ,2X 
$ 1 MIN TEMP' ,3X, 1 50LRR RRD 1 ,5X, 1 RRTI0') 













































877 FORMRTCR5~X~F6.2,4X,F8.2,3X 1 F5.2~5X,F5.2 1 6X 1 F8.2,5X 1 F6.2) 
873 CONTINUE 
WRITEC11,879) 
878 FORMRTC/// 1 ' SUMMRRY OF STRNDRRD ERRORS'//) 
WRITEC11 1 876) 





880 FORMRTC///,' 5UMMRRY OF COEFFICIENTS OF VRRIRTION'//) 
WRITEC11,876) 
DO 881 K=1,12 
WRITEC11,877) DRTECK),CRQWTCK) 1 CRQRNCK),CRDTXCK) 
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APPENDIX A~ 
r>GJC 
D\.ltl~lf.1HY OF TilE"" t,CTUf.lL DATA or· klt,CF:NINUE':N:, :1.(?7~'i··:l '/t\li 
RUN ON MAY 28 1985 
nDNTH ~Jr· T DAY!;I r~A I Nr:· f')l... ~l()X TLf'lP 
<~1M) (c) 
JAN .. :;~ l, {) lt 11 ~:.i 0 \,} .,(., 
FFU .. I~) ;,~~ {:~ II ~~:,; / .. 2 
~~r-~R .. ;;.> ~5 ?'?II::.~ ·-, "l\ I 
r~r>H" ?::) !~; (~> "c; ll .. 0 
f~AY .. :12 t, ()" <t :1. ~:1, It 
. .JUNE :1. L; () ( '') ~./ {.} II ,,:, '1.9 .. 9 
,.ll.II..Y :1.4 (')I') I ) ~·. II ,{t '')'') () r: .... •. it\..! 
AUG .. '1.:1. ~:;i :':) II 1') r',, :~~ ~~j tl ~~.:; 
f:IEP 
" 
:1[,1. 7:.:> II ~,:; ::>0 .. ? 
OCT .. '1. ~) :1. l, .. !'S :l. :;~ " :1. 
NOV .. :te. t.>.6 .. :1. '? .. 9 
OEC .. :1.2 :;~ :~~ It !::; ~::.i u ::.~ 
TOT {)I .. :I n''> ) .~ '7 :1 ~:i "/l 
t~1\JFH .. t::~" 6 
!:tUI'\f'lAR Y FOR YF {)H :1. 7''? 6 
I'IONTH l,J[T DAYB r~ (i J N F t1l .. ~l(,X TF!'1P 
( f''l f'~ ) (c) 
,.lr:)N .. ~?:? nn ( } I u'1 6 .. 11 
FFB .. '7 :~,g.,o ~:; ,, )' 
f''Jt-,n .. :1 () ?? .. 6 '? ,, 0 
t1PH .. :3 7 .. 0 l ::~" () 
f·lr:)Y .. :1 ~j ~3/; "'{ :1 e ... (l 
. .JUNE 1.1 ~~ lt" I~) :;~3" .(1 
,JULY :I () ~~e." 6 ~,>l, II g 
AUG .. Cj '.?0" ~::.; 23,!:1• 
~:1F"P l? (, ~) :1 :te, II l, 
" 
'11;- II 
OCT .. :1.3 ::~ 6" ~:.~ '1. ~;" 6 
NOtJ" :1.? L n ,,. 1 )' ""' e ... ? 
DEC .. l <j ·49 .. 6 ::) "3 
TOTi~l.. :1./v\0' • l; lt <? 11 ~5 
c-;~JFH .. lli" () 
f:ll.l~1f'lt,HY FOH YEAH :1. ?/'7 
P\ONTI·l l1JFT Dt~Yf:\ HriiNF't1L tl(,X TFI'lP 
U'Hi > (c) 
,,l(:)N" ;;.> ~~:i ~:.i .(~ ,, (, /i " e. 
r:·r::n .. 20 glt .. 9 ~ .. } II ~:~ / 
f·l(iH .. :1. ~:i ~·~; •:? II l~. j () .. ? 
f;pn." :;~ ,, ~~j () " It l 0" :~) 
~lAY .. :1 ~:; ~.:,; ~:.:j tl ~,:~ :1/1 .. it 
. .JUNF: '1.:-?t 6 1t oo :·;) '!.[-.>,,, 7 
,.JUI..Y :1. ~~ 68 .. 0 ?0 .. ? 





2:? L "> ::~ ~·•J :1. f •~. H I 
" 
TOT trL :?:.:_>{,~ g(){:.l.,g 
A~Jr::n .. 














~ :I (') "} 
1.311 :? 
.10 ,, () 
/t (') 
" I 
'1 0 1,',, 
() .. t 
~::· 
,} " lt 
~liN TFiviP 
( c ) 
:1. II~~ 
() .. lt 
·l 1 
() ") ,~. 
6 ,, A 
1.0 .. 3 
:t2 6 













o .. o 
l 0 II'·' 
.-) 
'? ,,. 
:1. .. 2 
6 .. 0 
:1.0 .. 0 




nol..t,r~ 11. (:j[) 
( J/C:f'l?/Ot~, Y ) 
:?~~e, t::· II ,} 
/) ~::,; ;:~ It '') 1'.. (,(,e. II ~~ 
1.0/?11 l 




:I '? ~?(, "ly 
l '7 ~-~ ::~ " 6 




?e.o .. ~:i 
1 r~e." 9 
I. 00 I. .. J 
r~nL M~ H(iD 
( . .J/Cf',I::.~/D(iY) 
~?~~ l, '."i 
:?)'/I) ll ~~ 
(? f,~) ~\:.> 
" 
0 
\ • .f 
'1. ~"jl,? 0 
:1 :? (l ~··.:j II ~·~; 
::>.O''i? .. '') .. :. 
:I e. ~:i ~.:.~ ,, J 
'l.'?lt9 .. '1. 
(? ?~~·i tl /1 




:? l~ ~:.~ 11 0 
I. 0~5:3 :1. 
UCll. ()P. P.(.;l) 
( ,.J I C N ~:~ IDA Y ) 
~) :14" :l. 
/If:>) ,:;) 
<.>':1. :3 .. a 
:1. '? :1. ::.~ ,, ~·.:; 
:1 '7 ~~.·.; () H ~::·i 
J /! l ::.:.; ".(1 
:1 ~':i'::i?" \<!, 
P,(ll :r C1 
() , r. I 
" 
.. ) \,1 
0 ,<) l 
0 -~ () II • .,\t,l 
() II ft3 
() .. ~·~; '? 
0 (>0 
() 
11 ~~· ~·.'i 
0 ,, (; (~) 
0 )"'('\ ,,,,1,> 









() !\ ·.~i 
() 'J "} ,, •.1 / 




0 ~.;j ~)I 





0 " ~: i :1 











() t! :·3 ~~ 
0" -<13 
0" ~·;;·;; 
('l / ("o 
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t~JFT DAYtl Hf-:ilNFAL. f"lt"tX 'l'Ff'll' 
<r1f•l) <C) 
:,:,>~~ 6:1 "e. it,, g 
15 51.5 3.5 
25 82.3 9.3 
15 34 .. 8 12 .. 2 
14 33.1 17.3 
:1.9 1~):1. .. 6 l<'f .. lt 
:I.B 3:1..0 1? .. 7 
16 68 .. 8 17.0 
10 16 .. 1 14.0 
11 21u5 8.4 










H(i 1 NF' 1~1 .. 
( fil f'l) 
:·~ ~::j II ~:; 
,;::~" 6 
g:! .. :.'.'i 
:5o .. ? 
7!5 II'? 
'1.4,<.~ ... /t 
3:1 ",, 
:t '7 II ~:, 
;,~(," 6 
~:i<? .. ? 
?lt .. :1. 
rtf'l T NF. ()L 
<f1M > 
lltl ,, <? 
.ll,:) " !:_:; 
:'.ill"? 
1t0 .. 6 
l f; ~"i " '7 
't f>" 11 
::; '7" J, 
67" lt 
~:; :? I! t.~ 
~l(lX lTJ·lP 
(c) 
:1 .. :.:> 
l" :1. 
g"o 
'l.l .. g 




:1. /.t" ,<,>, 
P. .. ? 
? .. ? 
f~AX TEf"lP ( r:;) 
7 ,, [>, 
I. ::> " .t~ 
l/' .. 9 
:1 )>" 'i 
~:.~ l "3 
:1 {y "6 
l? .. 7 
6 .. t>. 
TCll(iL :1.?:;; 
(',\)[11" 
1'1 :r N l F ~·~ P 
(c) 
() ,, (:, 
:? " (, 
'1. "{, 
:1.0 .. 0 
10 .. 0 
? ,. () 
6 II (t 
3 .. :1 
.. o .. ? 
'I,,/ 
fl :r f···l T F ~l P 
( r:; ) 
.. '? "0 
.. r ... , 
".:I" I 
:1. u /; 
3 .. 2 
!.> .. 6 
:1 o .. s) 
l 0" :3 
'? ,. l 
/).,,:) 
l .. fi 
r) '") 
.•:, H / 
f"lJ N TFI'lP 
(c) 
'1, 6 
I ,, l 
?.,() 
1 :1 " '.7 
'1. ::~II J 
:1 () "? 
.1;,0 
:1 ,, ~j 
DUI. t1R Ht1U 
( .J/Cf'l::.>;I)(.~Y) 
2 :t :l .. '7 
(: ~~3" :J. 
(J',';;:>" 3 
l :'.'i 0 '? " 7 
:1 ~.'!~llt "6 
1..:;?0 .. 6 
:1 ~''iV> .. O 
'1. .;~ td>" l 
~}~ ::~ ~:~; '' ~:.:i 
~.'i:?",;~ •I? 
~7, :l ~)," 6 
:~.g;?"? 
::: Ul ttl·~ H A D 
( . .J/Cf'1?/DAY) 
ll ,:><'> ,, b 
:1 tlf.t/t "3 
'1.6.i; ~)" .c; 
'1..') 1. '?"? 
:1 :1 0 '? " ~;; 
l~) ~·.~ ~:;j ,, fj 
~? t?ll~' II;? 
'1.-~~3 II 9 
1')()(.! ... 7 
~3fll An H(.iD 
( .. J/Cf~:?/D{)Y) 
:··s 
1? :.~II)' 
f.) ~: .. ; :-~. ,, ~:~i 
l ::) ~·.:,; /) 11 ~5 
~) (l? /1 " ~) 
'1.6 :;~ 6 ,, ~:!i 
l :;; '7 0 " ~.'i 
t:·.:;/,?" 7 
:1.:1 ()<? ,, ? 
/)()()" 6 
rttrr:ro 




0 .. '.'.'iO 
() " ") 'l 
o .. ~·:;o 
() ,, :'i? 
() .. lt3 
0" ft3 
() ,.lt6 
()" ;) () 
() "l; 6 
() .. .(1:2 
0 ,lt3 
u ·~j CJ 
0 .. :'.'j() 
()" l!? 
0 ,, ~:-i () 
0" ~.-;.o. .. 
0 II ::'il 
0" /,() 
0 ~:J {.~ 
H (! T J (1 




() .. (:)? 




() fl ~.'3 <? 
f'lONTII ~JE'"T DAYB HtlTNF'f)l... 
(f•1(tl) 
, .. I fiN.. :1. ~:; B? .. 1i 
FFIJ.. 1:3 ·47 .. 3 
MAR.. 24 13?.4 
APP.. <y 'l.'t .. ~:5 
MAY ?3 64 .. 4 
,.JUNE :1. B 6 l~ .. lt 
J lJ 1.. Y :1. 4 1, <"/ ,. 4 
t'ii.JG.. g '1.'1 .. 9 
srr. 14 57.9 
neT.. 26 :1.37 .. 2 
NOV. 24 70.7 
O[C. 18 58.4 
TOTAl.. 206 79P. .. <? 
(~t.JFH II 
f'\ClN Tl·l l•,lET DAYB HA 1 NF' (11.. 
( f'l f'l ) 
. .JAN. :1.3 ~.:ilt. 1 
FFG.. 9 16 .. 5 
MAR.. 17 74.8 
t, P rz .. :1. ~t t a .. ;;~ 
M A y II :1. ~::; ~~ 3 II <)l 
tiUG.. ·u.~ ~~;?II o 
t>EP II :1:1 3:1 (I 
OCT.. :1.8 83.0 
NOV. 20 65.8 

























( t<l iT) ) 
;;p,J 
(.,(>" 9 
eo .. lt 
:1. 3~? II :1. 
~"i.? II It 
:1 :1. II'? 
3? .. 7 









ll II 'f 
1.3.1 
:1 (>,II 3 
'1. g .. ;·;-; 
:)o "7 
~!:I." It 
:l(jl .. 7 
l? .. :l. 
9" ~5 







:1. ::.~" <J 
:1.7 <) 
::> :1. ., <'t 
::.>o,.g 
'l.lt ,, 3 





\.1 H .. :> 
:·:~" (; 
\~ ") 




:I.e. .. ? 
llt" 3 
6 .. l 
:I.Jn? 





-~· 0 / u\ .. • 
1. o .. :·.s 
:1:1 "3 
l :1 .. , 0 
911 ~:i 
::.:, Jl ~::; 
3 .. 0 
··J ., lt 
~liN TFI'IP 
(c) 
.. '') 1. 
r: . ~~ \' 
-o.::) 
:1 ":? 







,~) " :1 
.. 2 .. :1. 
:1 11 ~~~ 
(, ... 
. I" ,;) 
'7 ":·~ 
10 .. '7 
:13" ~:.:.i 
:I.:? .. :I. 
lOll? 
l "It 
0 ., !.~. 
~~j" )' 
HOI. 1:'iP. P.ttD 
( ,.J / C: f~ ::> / D (~ Y > 
;:::o~:.; .. <? 
l: /t(? ll ::5 
~·:; (e () II l) 
:1 ~::; ~? r~ " :·~ 
l::)?,:;") 
:ll,?().? 
:1. 03(·. '? 
•'1{)/1 ,, 0 
;:;~:.:i :1 " :1. 
:1.7'/'" It 
lj'jlf) I 
t,.l •. ) \./ fl (:) 
~:;01 r.~rt rt?'tP 
< ,J/CI''l)/I)(.)Y) 
l1:')() ,, .1. 
[-!,()(t,, (? 
., /1 \) /; u :3 
I :;\~"; l: .. 0 
:1 o:::;/~ II :1. 
l :)6 ,, 7 
DOl Alt nt)D 
( J / I: f·1 :? I I) () Y ) 
16'/.,? 
:::.iOO .. 0 
(!g(:;,, (., 
t I. 3::~, 6 
l :1 :i? ,. {\ 
1 ?.~'} :1. II 3 
:1 <,t~"i2" :1 









() " ~~ ,'~ 
()" /!,':) 
0" /;~.'.'! 
o .. ::';o 
0" ;·) [~. 
o. :·r.':.:; 
()" .') ''.i 
P.(l r :r o 
0" 3!-.'. 
0" f; ~:.~ 
() fl "i '? 
()II ~:~ 7 
0" ''.i l 
0" l;-'1. 
0 ,, 3:.' 
nt1T I 0 
0" 117 




()" ( '_) 
0" "'i? 
().,/1(', 
0 ., ';{!, 
()" li :1 
0" ::}::_:j 
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SUMMA~Y FOR YFAR 1984 
nONTI·I (,JE:T DAYD H ~~ l N r· r1 I .. f'l{)X T[nP f•lJN l[Pll' '::~ C11. f'lH rtt~n HC:)TlO 
(f1f1) (c) (c) ( ..J/Cf~?/Dt1Y ) 
,.J(·,N .. ~?'? ?0 "'~ ~:; ll ~-~· 0 ,, .. :1 e. ~:.'i 3 0 ~? <,;' " '·' " 
r:·En .. '1.:1. 60 .. 6 lt .• ? ·(), (:) 3go " fJ 0 " :36 
r·\t,n .. :1.3 1,3 II ~:'.i e.1 11 l ... () rl ~::j {?, ;.<; t~, ·:·· 0 /i ,., ... I " 'i 
r0Prt .. '1.3 :l. 'iII I,:J :1.3112 '1. " 3 :J.lt :?/.~ 11 () 0 .. 
1':''''1 
. .) I 
f1AY II :l,g 7g II (~l :lit" 7 ~~.i II /J l l tl.? "7 I () ··:·· (') .. :!i 
.. IUNF:: 1.2 ~:-j ~::; II ::~ :J.? .. n 0 \,} H ~~· l".:;/) .1. " / 0 .. ,p 
JULY 9 ~3/' h ~? ~.~0 II 3 :1. :1 u!:.:; l ~.:i () ~.::; ~~.~. 0 li :-.)• 
()l.JD ,, :1.:1. '1.'1. .. ? :?:'),. 3 I. :1. {) l /~ ·'~~~ l~j l 0 r::· l .. " . .)(.) 
GFP II :..~ li :I ~;i ~)1 ,,v 11 :1.7 .. 0 'r " ? 6'?(.>. It f.?, 0 ,. ::) (:, 
OCT .. '1.9 l J. 9" it lit" \1.~ 
1··!0\)" :1.6 (,(') '') :10 .. ? ·1 ') 11/-: .• 
() :;) /~go .. CJ () :',() \./ l 
~:.i 7 :?e,l; I~ .. 0 :1,(/ .. fl\,l 
DFC .. :l.g 3'1. .. ? 6" ~5 ~;~ u 0 t~~~ ~j II "X d (),, :,')? 
TOTAL :1. <? :1. ~'J ~:.:; ;? ll 11 () ~Jr:: n ... '1.3 .. :1. !:.:j .. 3 .o.~.:;o ,, lt 0 .. lt3 
< t1tr'FHt~GFD CJlJFH TIIF YEt1Pn) 
f'l 0 NTH v,l [ T DAYS H ('l J N r:· Prl.. f·1 A X T F f'l P f•lJN T F" rlr' ~:)['11 .(iP. 11.(',1) l~r"ll :r () 
(f'lf"l) <C> ( c > ( . .J/Ci'l?/UAY ) 
... J(rN~~ ~l() f.!? II :I. II II? 
Ff:lj II t:l. /t3 ":~:i ~:5 ,, :~~ 
0 '"f. ~! ~? () :I 0 ::) !::; 11\,) 
" 
o .. / ly ~~:j f) 6 0 l.t3 
f•lt:)H II :l.g c,e. II~~ o n \. 1 11 )'- :I .. 6 ~? l{ ~-)· " () \.1 0 /i/.l 
f.)riH II :1. ~;) :·~f.> II n :1.2 .. 3 ',;~ •I '1. '1.30:? .. 9 0 .. ~") :3 
f"'lt:)Y II 16 !::_; ~:_:j II f,), :16 .. g 6 .t; :1 (:):1 C.• :I 0 ~'!j :.?\ ,, .. " " 
. .JUNE :t::) 61?" ~.=.; :1.9,,? n F '' 9 l ()el:..~ II 0 0" ~::; 1 
,JUl. y l ~? 1!:'"1. () ~? ~? II ~:.~ \) ,.) "\,.1 
AUG 
" 
'1. ft l? :..~ ~~ '? '')'') :J. '~. •'., II 
:I l '''} I (:.1 <? :1 0 !.·:; ~:~ 
" 
/ 
I. l r:· l /~/t /'; '') 0 I';' I':· 
" 
\,_I .· .. 
" 
·ld 
nFP :1. It ~~i '? 11 ~.:1 l (l, "7 
" 
"I ? It ('\ (\ '") ,, ~~:i 0 ;',';:1 ,, .. ,: .. " 
OCT .. :1.6 ~:,:; '(-~ H :3 '1. :1" <? /;" lt !5!5/ " ·'t \) ... ~~ {, 
ND\) It l[.l. 70 .. 0 ? .. 0 3 ? ~~ /' ~:·; "7 "I 0 '7(') · .. ) i 
nr::c .. :ta ~:~ ~~~ II .. , :::i .. 3 I 0 .. 3 I. /lt 1\ () :·r,lt () 
TClTtrl... :I ?:1 f.> e.?,.? 
r~vr::n It :1.3 .. 3 ~!j IJ J ") ;?(, " 
I) () t'y{) 
•.J 
- - 61 -
SUMMARY OF STANDARD DFVIATIONS 
f'1CJNTH I,,JF::T Dt~YG n (~ I N r:· t1 1 ... MAX TE1'1P ~liN rr::~lP 
,J ('d'-1 " 4 .. ?:? 2:1 It ~? :~ :;.! u ~?~!~t 3 .. :10 
r:·r::n 
" 
lt ,, ()() ;~~ () " :·3 6 ::,~ II :1. r; :1. " .7 '~) 
r·1r1R ~j ll ;.:~:5 :?? "3l :I. "1.(" :1. .. 6? 
" 
11\Jl 
APH .. (. l f:'!. ;;~::) .. :v> 0" 9:.~ :1. :1.? l,),.·t •. l " 
nr.w .. ~::i" ..r, :·3 ~v~ "It? :1. If ~~:j ~?\ o .. gtJ 
. .JUNE ( OQ :·;)()" ~:'j l :1. .. 63 0 .. 6'7 . t If \,} •.J 
. .JUI..Y "1. 1!!'0 /10 "lt ~~; ~.~ ,, :? {? :1 "()l~ d" \,,\.,1 
()I.JG" !~.=; It :1.3 :•?) ~~~ II \~~~ (,;\ :L ,,?/ '1. " 03 
bFP '"' :1 () ltlt "6~1 :1. "3/i :1. .. O~i If ,.lu 
neT .. ~:.) It :3 ~~ .t,? ,, !'.'j:;) :1. l I;) :1. .. 3'? " I 
NOt) .. lt " /1 '7 ·:~(?II ::~(j' :I .. ?0 l I< ly ~~?I 
or::c .. 3 .. .<13 2lt" ):I, .i. 0 '7 l •• 1(~ {~~ " \,.'·J 
f"'IONTH l·JFT DAY~:; Hf.) I NF (tl .. ~1(iX TF!~P f''!Jt•l Tff''IP 
,.J()N" :1. "lt '? 6 .. ?'1. 0 .. 90 0 .. ?,<,>, 
l'"[l:l 
" 
:I .. :? '? t> '·4 {)"f)? 0 "~;i (I 
f'1M~ .. '1. 1 c:· p '')"'' () ,, lt lt 0 ,, ~::;3 .. n .. l 1 " .• · .. I 
APP. .. :;) "()It '.7 .. 3? 0 "3:1 0 "3·~1• 
f"lr~Y .. :1. "?:;~ :1. () H \~~~ :..~ () .. tlg () .. ?? 
..IUNF :1 ,, ~.:flt <f" (;) '? 0 .. ~:i? 0 .. ::;:1 
. .JULY :1. 
" 
:1.:3 :1. ~~~ If '1? () .. '? ~:.~ o .. ::'U 
f.iUD .. :1 II (\~~ :1 :1. .. 6'.7 () ,, 6:? () "3 ~~ 
HCP 
" 
:1. "I{) l '1. ft" :1.'1. () ,, /.t2 () " :·~ :;) 
OCT 
" 
:1 .. 70 :I :·~ "ti ~:i o .. ::x.e. () ,./)','\ 
NOV .. t .. it :1. '1.2" ft{l 0" 3!:~ 0 "/t/ 
DEC .. :1. ..oe. 7 ,.g:t () "~~g () .. ~::;;.:. 
HUf'lf~AHY DF COFFF l C l ENTB OF ~)AH I t1 T l ON 
rv1ClNTH \,J[T Dt~YD HAJNF'(il .. f·IAX TFI"1P f"'JN TFI~'II' 
...lt,N .. 0 .. 2lt 0 ,, :·:):1. ()" :::jlf ... ? .. '1.0 
FFI:i .. 0 .. 36 0 ,.lt/ () "lt? ··?" l; :1 
r~ ~~~ rt .. 0 .. 2CJ () .. ft:3 () .. :1.6 '1. .. () l~) 
r.iP rt .. 0 ,, lt3 0 "b~:~ o .. oe. 0 "~i6 
f'lt1Y .. 0" Jtt 0 .. 62 0 .. 09 0 .. :1.3 
,.JUNE 0 .. 3~~ 0 ".t,.t, 0 .. 0~~~ () .. ()/' 
,.JUI .. Y () .. 30 () " 7 ~~:; 0 .. :1.0 ().,()? 
AUG" () "::3'? (),, '?(.\ 0 .. 0? 0 "0(? 
~:;EP" o .. :36 0 .. '/B 0 .. 07 (), ll 
OCT" 0" ;·~l.t 0 .. /':lj () .. 0? 0 "~:)::> 
NOV .. ()" 2!:) ()" ::.:i6 () ,, .1. :3 0 ,, lt'? 
DEC .. 0" :1 <? () "l,;;> () ,. 3lt {\II {)I~? 
UOI .. t1n ne,D 
:1::> -~ ~:'/,. 
'? '? " :·_:i '? 
:1. :~g" :1. :? 
l (~) ~~:,; II {''') I.-:. 
??'? .. g~'.i 
·::.~ 2 (~) II /' lt 
:I ?li ,, ~~ '? 
I .• (.~0 .. :5::1 
:~·:~ "/" :I '/ 
60 .. :)3 
::) (\ u ?~ :t 
::.>?,lt:l. 
nni ... {1R H('tl) 
l ()" :·):::,; 
::~ l~ II ~5 :-~ 
ItO .. :s2 
~:; ~? ,, l; '? 
1(,~t '? ! I ~~~~ '7 
7:1 .. '70 
6:1. .. <'·t-? 
~:':i '? 11 0('1 ) 
(13 .• :3:?/ 
:I ? "().~), 
0 
1,)11 ::~ ;:> 
Cy 11 ~:~ () 
!::rn AI'{ Rr1P 
()" l :5 
0" :1 '7 
Ou'l.? 
() " :1 ;!; 
(),, '1.7 
o .. :13 
()" l? 
0" :t ~) 
() .. :1.'1.) 
0 .. :1.:1 
0 .. 10 
()" :1 7 
!(()lJCJ 
o .. o~·i 
O .. O"i' 
o .. oe. 
0 .. 0? 
0 .. 0? 
0 .. 0'7 
0 .. (),/\ 
() .. () )' 
0 .. 07 
o .. o:::.i 
(),.(),II 
n.r.iT :rn 
0 .. 0) 
o .. o:;> 
o .. o/ 
0 .. 0? 
0" ():':) 
0 .. 0? 
0 .. 0::? 
o .. o:2 
() . t')? 
0 .. 0::' 
() .. 0 .1. 
().,();:: 
11.ttT I 0 
()" l /) 
()" :1} 
()" J.(l, 
0 .. :13 
0 .. ·1 
0 ,, :t ::>; 
O .. l? 
0" :1 ;:> 
0" llt 
0" :10 
0" l (! 
()" :1 7 
APPENDIX B. - 62 -
flt;)C 
HUMMARY OF THE BJMUL.r~TED DATA OF WAGFNJNGLN 
BUMMAHY FOR YEAH :I. 
MONTH vJET DAYB HAINFAI... MAX TEMP MIN TFf'1P BOLAR Ht~D RATIO 
<MM> (C) (c) (.J/CM2/DAY) 
,.IAN .. l (') . ) 48.0 ~~, ~~ "" :1 11 ~!. :1. 3:;~ II~; 0 .. 2() 
FEIJ .. '1.6 '76 .. 2 4 .. l ... ()" j, 3~:)g" 7 0 .. 3~) 
~1AR" 20 72 .. 6 9 ":3 r) () ,:.u\ .. • 842 .. ~i () .. 49 
APR .. ~~lt ~:;o .. H 1.4 ,, () (~)It~~ 1.206 .. :3 ()" /1fl 
MAY .. :1.8 7:L11 :1. ~.>. " :1. 8 .. 1. :1.8:1.<)'" 9 (),,f.)() 
. .JUNE :1.7 81 .. 7 22 .. 1? t :1. ":~; 1.81.6 .. 6 () .. !'5:5 
,.JULY :1:1. 60 .. 6 2ft" f:.i :1.:1 .. 7 :te6:t .. 2 o .. :':;s~ 
AUO .. 16 3~)" '7 ::.!()" 6 1.0 .. 2 llt~'i/ .. 9 () " ~)~) 
GFP .. :14 ,, '7" 7 :16 .. '7 6 .. 0 j :1.:1.2" 3 ()"~::;e. 
OCT .. :1.6 ::n .. 6 :1.2 .. 2 4 .. :3 ~'jg2., 7 () .. lt8 
NOV .. :1.7 '73 .. 6 H .. 7 2 .. 8 :1. ~i'] II It () II ~1 ;;~ 
DEC .. 2:3 ::.:;9 .. 8 ~)" <1 :1 ... :1. 72" lt () H 1lt 
TOTAL 2:1.:1. 7:1.7" ~.! 
AVEH .. :1.:3 .. 3 ~:;It~~ <'f~.'i :1. "<y (),/tit 
BUr1MARY FOR YEAR :~ 
NCJNTH WET DAYEl RAJNFAL. ~1AX TEMP rnN TEMP BOI..AH RAD H(lTTCl 
(f!lf'l) (c) (c) < .J/CM':.!/DAY) 
,JAN .. :1.8 6!:,116 ft n 6 0 .. 3 1l ~:; "!::i 0 .. :I.e.. 
FEB. l ::~ :31. H ~~~ :::;"It (),, 7 ·4lt:3" !:.:; ()" :3 1'1 
MAR. 2l 72~~H 6 .. :1. 0 .. 3 '7 ~:.:; ~.>, .. t ()" 1,1, 
APR .. 23 6:1. "<t 1.2 .. 2 :3 .. 3 :1.31.3 .. 8 ()II ~);?) 
MAY .. :1. ~-~ 1.>:1. .. 4 :1. <;> ,. ~?. () ,., \.J u ~ . :1.'700 .. 3 0 "~:i6 
. .JUNE :1.6 :3ft"~) ~~() .. 9 :1. ()II t~ :1./ t !::;" .~~ ()" ~.'i2 
JULY :1.:3 e.'?" ~i 2:3 .. 3 l.l "it 1 6~~6" ~:; 0" ~:i? 
AUG .. 1.7 :3:3 .. 6 2:1. .. 6 '1.0 .. ? 1.4~~:1. .. :3 0 .. ~)l1 
BFP. :L '• ~:.iS' .. 7 :LB.? \(,~II~~ :I.O~i:3 .. 2 0 "~'.)~"j 
OCT .. '')/. .• · .. t B'l .. H l4 .. B 11 ",<_~ 't82 .. 6 0 .. 3B 
NOV .. ")'7. l't'>< \J :1. 6:::;" ~) :1.:1. .. 3 'i .. 6 1:1.6 .. () () .. 17 
DEC .. :1.9 66.,ft 4 .. 6 ()" :·5 'l~i .. t ()" l ~'i 
TOTAL 2:1.3 83:1. ~ :~; 
AVF::H .. :1. ~1 "::) ~.) .. ~~ <?0:1. .. B ()" ·4 :1. 
BUMMAHY FOH YEAH 3 
t·10NTH WET DAYn HAJNFAI... filA X TFMP ~1 IN TFf~P !}OI..AI'~ Hf.d:> Ht,TICl 
<MM) (C) (c) ( ,J/CM2/DAY) 
1.J A r~ " :~! ~::; 86" ,, 4 .. ti ""0" :3 66 .. 1 0" :1 () 
FEB.. :1.1. 3:1.11'7 't .. B ····()" 6 4-nL.f.> 0 ... iflt 
MAH.. 2~'i :I.OO .. 't 6 .. 3 :1. .. ~.~ e.. or.. .. :·3 (),It 6 
APR.. :1.:3 20 .. 2 1.:1. .. 7 11 , c; 1.1·46 .. :1. 0 .. 46 
MAY.. j-'t ~;g, (:, :1.? ":3 :1.0 .. 0 j 6:1.l "3 ()"~53 
JUNE 18 94.2 20.8 9 .. 1 1842 .. 4 0.56 
JULY '7 66 .. 9 2:1. .. 8 10.2 1846 .. 9 0.5? 
~~ U G ~ :1. :1. 2 :::; .. 0 2 lt .. :7.i t :1. " '7 .l :1 't 3 .. ::~ 0 .. :~i :1. 
~-==-=--=====~===~~===:~==~:H::;:t~~=-..==:=:=::::i:::i3=--=--=====lf3::;;:::2::::=:~==--2Jb::b::--=1:::0::;;::(L===:::iL(-h't~j,,=2===-==fu•±!2!:::::::: --- ---··------- ---------------
···---~~~-- ····-·········· -~---tter;,····· ·······~~-~----~· 7!<r~r.-~---~t4··;; <r·~-~t,r~t----~-~---5~~~~~--------~-~r-------~-~----~~-----·--~~-
NOV. 13 34 .. l ~~4 1.6 ?1:L .. '7 0 .. 31 
DEC" 16 83 .. 8 2 .. 2 -2.1 95.4 0.:1.9 
TOTAL. :t f,() 
AVFHH 
'70:3 .. 7 
:1.3 .. 2 !:'i" t 91.7 .. ? 
BUM MARY FCJH 
MONTH WET DAYB 
. .JAN .. 24 
FEB .. 7 
MAH .. 2~~ 
APH .. :1.:1. 
Mt~Y II :1. ~:; 
.JUNE :1.4 
. .JULY 6 
AUG .. to 
DEP .. 1.6 
OCT .. j C:' . ,J 
NOV .. 1:3 




MONTH ~JFT DAYf:l 
, .. IAN .. ~.~ ::.~ 
FEI3 .. 9 
f•lAH :1() 
APH .. :~~ ~~ 
MAY .. ~, :1 
..JUNF :1.6 
.JULY l.() 
AUG .. :1. ;~ 
!:)FP u :1.6 
OCT .. :1.3 
NOV .. :1. ~:; 
DEC .. ~~~2 
TOTAl ... :J.e.g 
AVEH .. 
SUMMARY FOR 
~10NTH WET DAYB 
.JAN .. ::~ ~.~ 
FEO .. 1.6 
MAH .. 2:1. 
APH .. 1.9 
MAY .. ~(') . l 
. .JUNE '1.2 
,.JULY :1. :·5 
AUG .. 6 
BEP It :1.() 
OCT .. :1. ~) 






80 ,, 2 
27 .. 7 
e.o .. o 
2:3 .. :3 
bb" ~::; 
~~~,)II :1. 
() , .. 
\,f •• \) 
2:J. .. g 
::;g,. :1. 
!:) ~;~ ff ~~ 
111 "it 
't2 .. g 




67 .. 9 
32 .. :1. 
it7 9 
ft2 .• :t. 
66 .. 6 
6? .. 6 
u.e. .. 2 
29 .. () 
7~5.. ~5 
:3 ::~ .. :::; 






74 .. () 
ft~~ .. :3 
76 .. t"j 
3f7i .. ::~ 
7H .. :I. 
63" ~~ 
It~~" it 
:3A .. () 
:1. :1." :1. 
~~:'.)" 0 
it() .. It 
- 63 -
f~AX TEMP ~1JN TEr1P DOLr~H HAD nATJCl 
(c) (c) < ,.J/Cfvl2/DAY) 
~, .. 6 
.... ~.~ tl ~:~ 77 .. 3 ()" :1.2 
;3 .. H .... 0" .~.~ 't·~~9 .. 3 ()" 1t ~'j 
~'.'i .. ,, ... () .. 6 7<?4" 'f ()" ltf:. 
'1.:1. .. 4 ~-~"? :1.3:1.3" ft ()" ~::;:3 
:lt3 .. t:i ?.3 1722., It ()" ~~i7 
2:3 .. 3 
:1.1 "~· 1.76!::; .. e 0" ::ift 2't .. ~;i :1.2 "::; 1 ~-)· (:, :~~ " ~=:; () " ~:.:;r.; 
22 .. ? 1. ()" lt lf.>:l.() .. ~~~ 0" {Jl 
:1.1.>, Jl ~.~ 9 .. 0 :1.070 .. 7 () .. ~~i6 
1./t .. 3 6 "~:'i 46() .. g O .. J7 
7 .. ~~ () .. :l :?ltb ,, ~::; () "31t 
6 .. '• .1. .. !.>, ~H .. 9 ()" 1.6 
1.3 .. 2 't .. e ?~:'iB .. 0 0 .. 4't 
Mr~X TF~1P MJN TFMP DDI ... AH HAD HAT TO 
(c) (c) < .J/CM::uoAY) 
4 .. 9 :1 .. ? :1. ()~7i •• 6 () " j (.) 
r) /. ·'~• H f ... ()" ~~" ::r?o .. 9 () .. :?);:'j 
fL .. ? ('") 
:1. .t, .. .It f.> .. :~; t.t'loo .. e () .. ~:)7 
1.9 .. 7 9 "~;; 1(:\63 .. ~; 0 "~:;~=.:; 
2:3 ":::; :1. ~.~ .. () 1. r;::)() .. g ()" ~:'i? 
2it .. 6 1. ::~ .. 7 :te.02 .. 2 () .. ~:;} 
")(. I') 
A!..• t Jf i'•• :1.2 .. 5 l::~H:-3 .. 3 () .. ::5 ::.~ 
:1.6 .. :;~ 6 "~~ :1. o:3:3 .. 't ()" ~);3 
:1.7 .. :1. ? .. :I. 6();?,.,9 () .. !','j() 
!;?, .. ? 2.3 :1. (7:3. 3 () .. 2e, 
:::; "~:j .... () .. 2 72 .. :1. ()" llt 
llt .. l f.> .. :I. 9:'.'i2" r:; o~)~.tt 
MAX TE~1P MIN TFP1P BCli..AR RAD HnTTO 
(c) (c) ( .J I C f12/ DAY ) 
2 .. 9 ... .l " .I <?g .. 7 ()" :16 
4 .. 9 () .J~ 37~i .. ·4 ()" ~:~6 
() ., 
\.Jtt/1.'., :~ .. () g().4 .. 7 ()" 1,6 
LL7 ~=;" () 1.338 .. ? 0" ~'.'i-4 
:1.4 .. 9 ~'.'i" 3 170:~ ,, 7 0 ,, ~;it., 
2ft" ~5 :!.() ... ~~ l9B't .. 8 () .. 60 
~.~ j 11 ~::; 9 .. 7 l/73 .. () () "~~i? 
'')'') () 
··~ •• , ... tf \.1 9 .. 9 t't'77 .. 't ()" ~'ib 
1.'7 .. J b" l :1. :1. ~)/" 3 0 .. ~:iB 
:1. () .. () r.:· 0 ,.J u ) 601. .. 7 0" .t,r; 
9 .. 6 ~!) .. () :f.ltlt "g () " ::> () 
nurmARY 
~lClNTH WET 
,J,~N .. ~~4 
FEB .. l:J. 
MAR .. :1.() 
APH .. 1.'1. 
M(',y" :1. ~~ 
. .JUNE :l.'t 
. .JULY :1.2 
AUG .. :1.:5 
BFP II l.4 
OCT .. :t.B 
NOV .. 2:·~ 





.JAN .. :IS 
FEB .. 7 




. .JULY :1.9 
AUG .. :1.2 
BEP .. 1 it 
ocr .. t<t 
NOV .. :l.'t 





-.JAN .. ~~() 
FEO .. :1.6 
~1AR .. :~~.~ 
APH .. :1.4 
MAY .. ? 
.JUNE :1.7 
,.JULY 1 !)> 
AUG .. 22 
f.lFP II :1.8 
DCT .. 22 
NO\J h :1.7 










YEA I~ '7 
HAJNFAL ~lAX TFftlP 
<MM) (C) 
:1. <>~:i "~i 3 .. :1 
6:3 .. l :7i" 1. 
:·~3 II '7 <?II :1. 
:;~!:'i" 9 :1. :;~" g 
2:1 ... :3 l. f~. It~~ 
f.>O .. H 2:1 . .• 1t 
5<;>,.() 2~.'i II~~ 
~52 II 6 ;!:~~" 7 
~5 :1. .. t:i :1.7 .. :3 
.1,7 II g :1.3 II;:,~ 
74 .. :3 :10 .. 2 
1::'1::' () 
..ldut,J It" g 
63:1. .. 2 
t~3" 7 
YEAH g 
RAJNFAL MAX TEMP 
< rrlM) (c) 
::;6 II 9 :1 ":3 
t:::;" t '• ",, 
~:i1 .. 7 8 .. 9 
9 It .,., -<t 
't7 .. 6 :1 ~::;II g 
4~:'i.. 0 23 .. !':i 
93 . .'t 21t .. ~:; 
3:1. .. <? '') ,.) ~ .• ~. ,~. " C) 
29.9 :1.7.'7 
::-;:3 .. l t ~5" 3 
lt2 .. 7 s> II '7 
6t'511 ft 6 .. 6 
~:i4 :1 .. 9 
t ~~II:::; 
YFAH 9 
HAJNFAL ~1(.)X TF:MP 
<MM> (c) 
~:;;g II 7 :3 .. 0 
76 .. H ? .. 9 
89 .. g 7 II It 
~iO.It :1.3 .. 6 
f'i() "2 :1.8 .. 8 
tOO .. :I. 2:1. .. ? 
136 .. 8 ~~:·r. "'• 
:1.()2" 2 :~~:3 u B 
:l.:l () II 4 19 .. 6 
9~5 II :1. j,l, "6 
'70 .. :1. /:.\ n ~::; 
u.:3 .. 9 lt "It 
MIN TFI~P GCli...AR n.r,o n.r,T :r o 
(c) ( ,J/CM2/DAY) 
.. -0 .. 4 r;g .. '? 0 .. :tr-:.i 
:1. .. 8 :3~ilt II H 0 II 3~3 
:3" :1. 94f:i .. 4 () " ~:;; ~~; 
::=; .. :1. 1. ::.~lj<y" f.> ()II ::)3 
8 .. 9 :1.6'16" g () ,, ~:ift 
<;'.,It l ?66" ~::; 0 .. 60 
:1.3 .. 4 :17:1 :1 "g 0 II ~i~~ 
9 .. ::5 :1.4:36 .. 9 0 II ::'il.f 
g., :1. 9}g,.:l, () " ~::i:? 
r.:· () 
,.} It \.,1 4~W~~6 0 .. 40 
:3" 7 :1. O't .. :=.=; ()" :1 :'.'i 
... ()" 3 'ttL 0 ()" 1. 9 
~:;, 7 926 .. 8 ()"It::.~ 
f'HN TEfrlP BOLAR RAD IV1Tl0 
(c) ( ,.J/CM2/D(1Y) 
.... ;3,. It :1.'!6" 7 0 .. ?2 
0 II '• ·4~~~~." 1. 0 .,lt4 
2 .. 0 p."/() .. '7 () II ~:; :1. 
"·S 9 1 1. 't ·:> 4 () J::;q 
6 .. '.7 1 ~.'i67 II 7 () " ~=:; :1. 
1. ()II it '1.??{, .. 6 ()116() 
1.:1. .. 9 :1?9b .. O ()" ~:i? 
1.1 .. , 2 l60H .. O 0 .. 6:1. 
7 .. ~;l j()/1!5 .. 0 0 II ~:.i.4 
r~· 0 
, .• fu\.J !~i40" ~; ()II •42 
3 t\ t:i :1 <y(l" ~:; (),.;;.>g 
2 ,, () () ") t:~ ~.I,,~. u ~J ()" :1.6 
~:'i II :1. <f/9 .. '7 () " '• ~.'i 
MIN TFr1P DOI..AH HAD Hf.iTJO 
(c) ( ..J/CM2/D(W) 
-· :t. u ~:.i j 6~:.i" 7 0 II ?It 
... 2 .. :3 :3:3~5" ~) () .. 31. 
~.~ II It 7fd,1118 0 II,,,, 
6 .. 6 l:;~l't .. O <>~~~50 
,~L. 7 :l,g()l.t II g 0 t::·n n ,J '} 
:1. ()" :=;; :1.76<) .• ? () •• ~.) <'t 
:1.0 .. 8 :1.8()~> .. (:, () .. ;:.'i'? 
t :J. "It :1.221t .. :3 ()II ·46 
<t .. b S1'17 .. 6 () .. lt <jl 
6 .. 7 466 .. t () .. 3'7 
o.g :1.7? .. H ()" ~)3 
() .. :1. lt1. "7 ().,(){3 
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BUMMAHY FOH YEAR :LO 
MONTH WET DAYB HAJNFAL MAX TF:MP ~1 1 N TENP HUL.AH HtrD HATJO 
< l"lM) (G) (C) < ,.J/CM2/DAY) 
.. JAN" ~~() ~j<y .. 1 it .. :1 () " ::> :l.~l?" ,, 0 .. :1.9 
FEB .. ~~ 22 .. :~ ,., () .,.· ...... \~J .... :1. .,g it!'t<f .. 'l 0 .. 4,13 
MAH .. ~-~ :1 e.o .. f.l 1.> .. ~i :?. ~t ::.~ '732 .. 1t () .. 4:? 
f1PH., 1.3 :1. f.~ .. g :I.~JJt :3 .. g 1382 .. 1 0" :~i6 
MAY .. 17 '77 Jt :1. '7 .. ~.'i '7 .. :1. :t.e.:?2 .. 4 0 .. 60 
. .JUNF:: U. 7:1...6 2:1. .. 7 l'y" :1. :1. g~:=jr;" 1 ()II !'.'i7 
JULY 9 47 .. 6 '')f. If.' ,:,, tu\,1 :1 :t.,. e.. :1.928 ,It ()" (:.1 
AUG .. '1.2 2H .. 6 :J.r'i .. .'-3 8 .. 6 :1.!'5:1.0 .. 2 () .. ~5 ~~. 
BEP .. :1.8 6:1. .. 8 :1. g" ~5 () 1:!' \,,., .... 9~1~) .. 9 () .. Jig 
OCT .. :1. (~) ·4!:) .. () j_.t," :1. ;-,=,; 11 t~\ ::-;0:1 .. 7 ().,.t,() 
NO\) u :L~ c,g "<jl 9 .. t.>. 3 .. '7 23:1.6 0 .. 3:? 
DEC .. ~\~ 1. !~).ft" IJ " 1!:' t II ,,J 0 .. c, 'l~i II :3 () .. :1. :::; 
:1. ~5 .. :1. !:=i .. () ?6'7 .. :3 ()" l1 ~=:; 
OVE:Hf.',L.l... 8Uf~f~ARY n:m :I.OYFAHS 
<AVEHAGEO OVEH THE YEARB) 
MONTH WE:T DAYS HAINFAL. f'lr:')X TEMP MIN TF~1F' BCJI.AH HAD Ht~TIO 
<MM) (c) (c) ( ,.J/Cf'12/DAY) 
..IAN .. 2:1. ?() .. ~) :3 .. 3 .. -()" <j :1.:13 .. 6 o .. :17 
FFB .. :1.0 4:1. .. 9 4 .. 1. "-()II;:~ it :1. g .. '7 0 .. 39 
MAH .. :18 '70 .. 6 '7 .. 6 :1. .. 8 WI ~:i .. 9 () "'' '? APH .. t e; :3:·5 .. a 1. :;~"? it ll ,'j :1. ~~o::5 .. 7 0 .. ~53 
MAY .. :1. ~:; 60 .. 0 :1.8" () 8 .. 0 :1'706 .. 3 O .. !':i6 
,JUNE :l.'t '7 () .. ~::; 22 .. lt :I.O .. !'.'i tH6·4 .. H () .. ~'57 
,JULY U. 6? .. 1. 2;3 .. 8 :1.:1. .. 6 1.80:1 .. :1. 0 .. ~:;} 
AUG .. L1 :3? .. !':i ~!~~ tt r-.!i 1.0 .. 6 'l.ltlt?" :3 () .. ::-i~.) 
BEP .. j.ft ~54 .. 7 :1.8 .. 0 7 .. 9 :1.033 .. 6 ()II ~'Vt 
OCT .. :1.? !59 .. 2 :I. .It .. b (:,.,j, !:'.i:?,~'.=i .,It () .. ·42 
NOV .. l.6 M.>. .. 4 9 .. () ~-~" e, l '?t.>. .. .(t 0 fl :~~ !~.:i 
DEC .. :1.9 62 .. ? :~; u ;~~ () .. ;:=; ?<? .. ::~ 0 .. '1.6 
TOTAL :1.90 69b .. e. 
AVEH .. :1.3 .. ~) !:.:; u ::~ r:; it;;~ .. it 0 II.~.::~ 
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BU~1MARY OF STANDAHD DEVJATIDNB 
MONTH WET DAYG HAINFAL MAX TEMP t'liN TEMP 
,.JAN .. 2 "4~:i 16 .. f,~j :1. II :l6 :1 ... ~~6 
FEO .. ft .. 66 22 .. 2:3 j, .. ()1, :1. .. 26 
~lAH .. ~j .. :1. ,, 20 .. ~~~. 1. .. 40 :1." :1.8 
APH .. ~:; .. r-.:i7 :1.7 .. 02 :1. .. :1.2 1. II :36 
~1AY .. 
'• Jl 07 :1.7 u ()It 1. .. ~i6 1 .. 42 
.JUNE 2 .. 3:::; 20 .. '7'' :1. II :1. fy :1. .. 0:3 
,.JULY '•~~4:1. :3o .. 9e, :1. .. 28 1" :1. ~j 
AUG .. '• .. .t,() ;?.:3 .. :1.7 :1. u !:;~~ :1. .. t:3 
BE:P .. 2 .. 'd :~6 II ~56 :1 ... 30 l "4~) 
ncr .. ~~" ~)~) 22 ":57 1 .. 3.~~ :1. ";.!~~ 
NOV .. ,, II 07 371189 :1. .. Ji.() :1. "'r:l. 
DEC .. 4 .. ()9 ~~~! u ~)f.) :1. .. :·57 t .. 22 
!:ll.J~11"1AH Y OF BTANDAHD EHRClr1B 
MONTH ~1FT DAYB HAJNFAL. MAX TEMP MIN TFMP 
.JAN .. ()117g f.i II :3~3 o II ::s7 0 .. ·4~3 
FEB .. L.47 '7 .. 03 ()II ~53 () .. 40 
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MAY .. :1 ... ~;~9 ~::;II ;·59 () .. lt9 () .. <t~) 
,JUNE ()II '? .(f 6" ~::;6 () II :·~ e, 0 113~3 
JUI..Y :1. II ~~9 <'f .. 8() (),.ItO ()" :·37 
AUG .. j_ II :39 '7 II 3:3 ()" 4~~. 0 .. ~5{! 
GEP .. 0 .. '76 e. .. :34 () . .It l () . .'t6 
OCT" 1 .. 1. ;,> 7~~0H () . .1t4 0 .. 40 
NOV .. :1.~~29 1. :1. If ('} .~~ (),..4ft ()II It::) 
DECu :1 ... 2S> 7" :t :3 ()II it:~ () .. 39 
SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION 
MONTH ~JET DAYG HAINFAI... ~1AX TE~lP ~~ J N TEI•1P 
.. JAN .. ()II :1.2 ()" 2't ()II 3:',) .... lll ::)t 
FEB .. O .. it7 () .. ~53 0 .. 26 .... 4 "70 
MAR .. () " ::.~ ('; ()" ;;~9 () .. :1.9 ()" 6:'.'; 
APR .. 0 .. 3'7 ()II ~i() (),.()<;> (),.2g 
MAY .. () .. 27 0 .. 2.~~ () .. ()9 0 .. '1.{3 
,JUNE ().,j,] () .. 2<? () .. ()~j o .. :10 
,JUI .. Y 0 .JtO 0 .. 4/> ()" ()~j () .. :1. () 
AUG .. o .. :Vt 0 .. 62 0 .. 07 () .. :1. :1. 
!:>EP .. (),.:1.7 O..'tB () .. 0'7 <>~~ta 
OCT" ()II 2:1 0 .. 38 0 .. 09 ()II 2:1. 
NOV .. () .. ::.~ !7i () .. ~)~:; 0 .. 1~.5 () .. ~:) '• 
DEC .. 0 .. ~~2 () •. :36 0 .. 2'7 2.49 
P(JO 
GOI..AR HAD 
30 .. 7't 
e,~; .. 3'• 
bit,, g;,> 
93 .. .t.:;~ 
gg,. :1.? 
(19 .. :1.9 
e.t,.96 
:1.1.6 .. e!:'i 
(;lit .. ~)it 
~~j !5 .• t !3 
it? .. :1.2 
:1.6 .. 7!3 
BDI...AH RAD 
11 .. 72 
20 .. be) 
~,() t::;o 
~~ s> .. ~:; 1t 
2'7 .. 88 
;?) :1. II :5 '7 
::!.6 .. H'7 
36 h <;::i 
20 ,.lt :t. 
:1 7 II ~t~:i 




0 .. :1. t:> 
0 .. 08 
0 .. 07 
0 .. 0!:5 () .. () ~:i 
0 .. 0~.'; 
() .. ()8 
() .. ()6 
0 .. 1.:1. 




() .. ()6 
O .. O't 
()II Olt 
() " () :·5 
0 .. 03 
o .. o:~ 
() "().f, 
0 .. 03 
o .. o:~; 
0 .. 06 
() .. ()3 
H('1TICl 
0 .. 0:1. 
o .. o:? 
() ()'I 
() .. ()1. 
o .. ot 
0 .. 0:1. 
() .. () :1. 
() .. 0:1 
() .. ():!. 
()II()~) 





o .. og 
0 .. 0'7 
0 .. O!~i 
() .. () ~~j 
0 .. 05 
() .. ()8 
() .. 06 
() .. l ::~ 





mw Y FAn f:l If<ll.ll. AT JON F 0 n ~J(H:CIF' N I N U 1: i'! 
HUN ON f~AY ~!~~~. t!?.~~:~i 
T Xf·JI)::· ~.'i(, "1,()300 
A T )< ·" I. g ., 9 :;~ 0 0 0 
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T Xf'l\,J::: ~;;; .. ?~".i?OO 
TN"" '' 1. .. ::! '? 1 0 0 
tll~1::: :1 :1 "::>e.~.i()() 
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f-lH"' ::>?6 .. 00?9 1? 
H f•ltJ·:: '1. ,<~() .. '1. 9000 
PI'~FCTP l IATI:ClN 
P < \4/ ~I ) 0 .. e. 0 3 
p (l..J/ 0 ) 0 ,, ~'> 7 4 
MJ'II (1 0 ,, g()<? 
nETf-:r lt .. ;~! '1. 1. 
MAXIMUM TFMPFRATURF 
·n~:f'lr> ·:: ~v) .. lr03 
AT>< '"' :1 flo .. 9~30 
C'JTX '"' 0 .. :1.:16 
(tCVTX ~" .... o .. Ot<S) 
TXI'll,.J ·::: !.'i!:'i .. 2!:'i::.! 
MINIMUM TEMPFHATl.IRE 




GUI .. (',H H(il)l(lllON 
0 .. 1.?3 
... ()" 0?<? 
Hf·lP :c: ~:>f.>~~ .. .0. 3? 
t1 n '" 2 ~:.~ 6 .. o 1. o 
nt·11A "" :1 eo .. t 1i'O 
0 .. 706 
()" 20!5 
0 .. ?6? 
·4 .,[1,·47 
() "'?~?,(, () ,, '7:1 ~.:i o .. 6e? 
0" ~.~g:3 0 .. 302 ()" J:56 
() ,, '7?'7 () "g()(, o .. u,og 
4 .. 679 I') nor .•'.II ,\1/l,) <'t" ~~~62 
() " (~ ~"i :1 0 11 ~.'.i?? () .. (.3::1, () ,, 60~'j () .. t..e.o () 0" '?::l.(l 
0 ,, ;:~7:>, 0 .. ::.>66 0 .. 310 ()" :·)/') ()" \ ,<, ;:> <) .. :··)()? ()II ',3');:_:; 
()" (:, l ji 0" ~~;·:• :1 () ,. (, () t, 0 .. 676 0 .. 6 ~.:; ~) 0.'?07 ()" ;·;:•.? 
7" ~~()~) g,, ()(,H ~"j " 'l I. 0 f:' ,.f,. ?90 ~~; •I 3t~ 7 1;:• • .. t., ;, 0 ~:; ;, 1.0 I 
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